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Global search
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The Global Search Service integrates ElasticSearch with Creatio. It performs the following functions:
Recording:
Subscribes clients by creating an index in ElasticSearch and saves the connection between the index and
the application.
Disconnects clients by removing their index in ElasticSearch.
Transporting:
Participates in the indexing process by retrieving data from the database.
The sequence of actions during the global search setup depends on the global search version you are going to
use. We recommend always using the latest version of the global search service with the latest version of
Creatio.
You can deploy the components of global search version 3.0 using Kubernetes orchestrator and Helm
package manager or Docker.
We also recommend backing up ElasticSearch daily to ensure the correct operation of the service and to enable
the restoration of data after failures, e. g., power outages.
If you have any questions during the setup, we recommend consulting the Global search and deduplication FAQ.

Set up the global search service using Kubernetes
To set up the service, download the source files. Download files.
To install the service:
1. Set up the target environment:
a. Kubernetes cluster. Learn more about setting up and managing the cluster in the Kubernetes
documentation.
b. Helm package manager. Learn more about installing the package manager in the Helm documentation.
2. Unpack the values-onsite.yaml file from the source file archive and save the file to the same directory as the
archive.
3. Open the file. View the main parameters the file uses in the table below.
4. Specify the public service URL in the format of http://k8s-node:30332 in the global.searchService.url
variable.
5. If you have not installed Redis, RabbitMQ, ElasticSearch, and PostgreSQL service database yet, proceed to
the next step.
If you have already installed these services, for example, when setting up other containerized components,
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disable the installation of the services and set up the connection to existing services in the valuesonsite.yaml source file of the global search service.

Note. For highly loaded environments, we recommend deploying ElasticSearch in a cluster. Learn more
in ElasticSearch documentation.

For Redis:
Disable the service installation. To do this, specify enabled: false in the redis section of the valuesonsite.yaml file.

redis:
enabled: false
Set up the connection to the previously installed Redis. To do this, specify the connection parameters in
the global.redis section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

global:
redis:
host: [host]
port: [port]
database: [database]

Where
[host] is the address of the Redis server.
[port] is the connection port of the Redis server.
[database] is the name of the Redis database.
For RabbitMQ:
Disable the service installation. To do this, specify enabled: false in the rabbitmq section of the
values-onsite.yaml file.

rabbitmq:
enabled: false
Set up the connection to the previously installed RabbitMQ. To do this, specify the connection
parameters in the global.rabbitmq section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

global:
rabbitmq:
host: [host]
vhost: [vhost]
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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port: [port]
user: [user]
password: [password]

Where
[host] is the address of the RabbitMQ service.
[vhost] is the virtual host address of the RabbitMQ service.
[port] is the amqp connection port of RabbitMQ.
[user] is the RabbitMQ user.
[password] is the RabbitMQ user password.
For PostgreSQL service database:
Disable the PostgreSQL installation. To do this, specify enabled: false in the postgresql section of the
values-onsite.yaml file.

postgresql:
enabled: false
Set up the connection to the PostgreSQL service database. To do this, specify the connection
parameters in the global.postgresql section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

global:
db:
user: [user]
password: [password]
database: [database]
host: [host]
port: [port]

Where
[user] is the PostgreSQL user on whose behalf to connect to the database.
[password] is the PostgreSQL user password.
[database] is the PostgreSQL service database.
[host] is the address of the PostgreSQL database.
[port] is the port to connect to the database.
For ElasticSearch:
Disable ElasticSearch installation. To do this, specify enabled: false in the elasticsearch section of the
values-onsite.yaml file.
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elasticsearch:
enabled: false
Set up the connection to the previously installed ElasticSearch. To do this, specify the connection
parameters in the global.elasticsearch section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

global:
elasticsearch:
url: [url]
user: [user]
password: [password]

Where
[user] is the ElasticSearch user.
[password] is the ElasticSearch user password.
[url] is the ElasticSearch service URL in the format of http://elasticsearch:9200.
6. Run the helm install gs -f values-onsite.yaml globalsearch.tgz command. As a result, Helm will install the
global search service and selected dependencies.

Note. By default, Helm deploys services with NodePort type.
The main parameters of the global search service the values.yaml file uses.
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Parameter

Parameter description

scheduler.env.fillQueueInterval

The run interval for primary indexing, in milliseconds.

worker.env.indexingCommandTimeout

The timeout of the Creatio database query upon primary
indexing, in seconds.

workerSingle.env.indexingCommandTimeout

The timeout of the Creatio database query upon instant
indexing, in seconds.

global.incrementDays

The number of days within which to index the changed
records during a single primary indexing iteration.
Affects the indexing speed and Creatio database load.
The higher the value, the faster the indexing and higher
the load. The lower the value, the longer the indexing and
lower the load.

log4Net

Logging settings.

global.indexingContentLength

The maximum length of text fields upon indexing.

global.elasticsearch

ElasticSearch connection parameters.

global.searchService

Public URL to the search-service in the format of
http://k8s-node:30332.

global.rabbitmq

RabbitMQ connection settings.

global.db

The connection settings of the global search service's
internal service database.

global.redis

Redis connection settings.

Set up the global search service in Docker
The global search requires 2 dedicated physical or virtual servers (“server 1” and “server 2”) with Linux installed.
Use the requirements calculator to check the server requirements.

Attention. The global search setup procedure depends on the version you intend to install.

Learn more about the OS versions supported by Docker in the Docker documentation. Depending on your
company needs, you can use either Docker Community Edition (CE) or Enterprise Edition (EE). Learn more in the
Docker documentation.

Note. The procedure below is relevant for global search service version 3.0. If you need to set up an
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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earlier version of the global search, follow the procedure described in Creatio 7.16 documentation.
To update global search version 2.0 to version 3.0, run the docker-compose down -v command to delete
all docker volumes on servers 1 and 2, then install and set up the services once again.

Global search components
Deploy on server 1:
elasticsearch. The search engine.
Deploy on server 2:
postgres. The database for configuring the global search components.
rabbitmq. The message broker.
redis. The database used for caching and performance improvement.
gs-web-api. The web service that configures global search components.
gs-web-indexing-service. The web service that processes requests to perform targeted indexing of Creatio
data.
gs-search-service. An elasticsearch proxy web service for data search.
gs-scheduler. The scheduler of Creatio data indexing in ElasticSearch.
gs-worker. The component that indexes Creatio data in ElasticSearch as per the scheduler tasks.
gs-worker-replay. The component that processes the indexing results (gs-worker results).
gs-worker-single. The component that performs the targeted indexing of business process data in
ElasticSearch upon a request from the business process.
gs-worker-single-replay. The component that processes exceptions as part of the targeted indexing (gsworker-single results).
gs-worker-single-task. The component that schedules tasks for gs-worker-single.
gs-worker-queried-single-task. The component that generates tasks for gs-worker-single.
To set up the components, download the source files. Download files.
The list of ports used by global search components:

Attention. If you are using a firewall, make sure the ports below are open and available.
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Component

Outgoing

Incoming

name

port

port

gs-web-api

81

Notes

Configure the incoming port using the
WEB_API_PORT variable

gs-webindexing-

82

Configure the incoming port using the
WEB_INDEXING_SERVICE_PORT variable

83

Configure the incoming port using the

service
gs-search-

9200

service

SEARCH_SERVICE_PORT variable

gs-worker

9200

Requires connection to the server where
elasticsearch is located.

gs-worker-

9200

Requires connection to the server where

single
elasticsearch

elasticsearch is located.
9200

Global search setup procedure
1. Install Docker on a physical or virtual machine running Linux OS.
2. Install Docker-Compose.
3. Install ElasticSearch.
4. Set up the container variables.
5. Install and run the Global Search Service components.
6. Enable the global search functionality in Creatio.

Install Docker
Install Docker on Linux to deploy global search components. The installation is covered in the Docker
documentation.
Run the docker --version command on a Linux machine to verify the installed Docker version.

Install Docker-Compose
The installation of Docker-Compose is covered in the Docker documentation.

Install ElasticSearch
Note. This guide covers the procedure for deploying ElasticSearch in Docker-Compose. You can also
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deploy ElasticSearch as OS daemon, which does not involve installing Docker and Docker-Compose. Learn
more about the setup procedure in the ElasticSearch documentation.

To install ElasticSearch:
1. Go to the ElasticSearch installation server (server 1) and open the /opt directory.
2. Download and unpack the archive with setup files to the directory. Download the archive.
3. Open the /opt/docker-compose/elasticsearch directory (where the components are located) and run the
following command:

docker-compose up -d

The command might take up to several minutes to complete.
4. Make sure that the log files do not contain any errors after the command is complete. To do this, run the
following command:

docker logs es-01

Set up the container variables
Configure the global search component containers via the file that contains the environment variables. The
variables are stored in the /opt/compose/services/.env file. Edit this file to set the variables.
Variable name

Details

Default value

GS_ES_URL

The external ElasticSearch host required for access

http://elasticsearch-

from Creatio. Specify the IP address of the server

publicip:9200

where the ElasticSearch is deployed.
CURRENT_SERVER_IP

The external IP address of the server where the

10.0.0.1

global search components are deployed (server 2).

Note. To check the external IP address of the server, run the hostname -I | awk '{ print $1 }'
command.

Additional variables that control the data indexing parameters in ElasticSearch
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Variable name

Details

Default
value

GS_DB_INCREMENT_DAYS

Number of days to index per one scheduler

500 days

iteration. ModifiedOn columns of Creatio records
are used for comparison.
GS_DB_FILL_QUEUE_INTERVAL

Creatio database data collection interval for the
regular scheduler. The lower the variable, the

30000
(specified in

higher the load on Creatio database and the faster

milliseconds)

the primary indexing.

Run containers that have Global Search Service components
Attention. For the correct container operation, the UTC time on the Linux machine with Docker installed
must correspond to the UTC time on the Creatio database server. The permissible deviation is up to five
minutes. Otherwise, the global search might not index all records.

1. Go to the server that has the global search components (server 2) and open the /opt folder.
2. Download and unpack the archive with setup files to the opened folder. Download the archive.
3. Open the /opt/compose/services folder and run the following command:

docker-compose up -d

Verify that containers ran successfully
To see the running global search containers, use the following console command:

docker ps --filter "label=service=gs" -a --format "table {{.Names}}\t{{.Ports}}\t{{.Status}}\t{{.Running

All currently running containers display the Up status.

Logging
By default, the container logging takes place in the stdout and stderr.

Note. The “docker logs --tail 100 gs-worker” command displays 100 last strings from the gs-worker
container.
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Note. The mysql or rabbitmq containers might become temporarily unavailable on start because they run
after the rest of the containers. In this case, wait until a notification about the successful container
connection and start appears in the log files: “Now listening on: http:/[ :: ]80 Application started. Press
Ctrl+C to shut down.”

Connect the global search service to Creatio
Actions on the server
To connect global search to Creatio, take the following steps on the server where the global search components
are located (server 2 for the service deployed in Docker):
1. Install the api-get install curl or yum install curl utility for HTTP queries.

apt-get install curl
2. Execute the HTTP request to register the site in global search. Specify the following:
a. [ DATABASE_TYPE ]: Creatio database type (mssql, postgresql, or oracle).
b. [ DATABASE_CONNECTION_STRING ]: Creatio database connection string
c. [ SITE_NAME ]: Creatio site name, e. g., my-test-site.
d. [ SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS ] (only for Docker): the IP address of the Linux server where the global search
components are deployed.
[ GS_WEB_API_URL ] (only for Kubernetes): the IP address of the Linux server where the global search
components are deployed.

Request for Docker

curl -v -X POST -d '{"databaseType": "[DATABASE_TYPE]", "databaseConnectionString": "[DATABASE_CON

Request for Kubernetes

curl -v -X POST -d '{"databaseType": "[DATABASE_TYPE]", "databaseConnectionString": "[DATABASE_CON

Example for Microsoft SQL.
For Docker:
curl -v -X POST -d '{"databaseType": "mssql", "databaseConnectionString":
"Server=myserver\\mssql2016; Database=my-test-site; User Id=my-login; Password='my-
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password'; Connection Timeout=10"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json"
http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:81/sites/my-test-site
For Kubernetes:
curl -v -X POST -d '{"databaseType": "mssql", "databaseConnectionString":
"Server=myserver\\mssql2016; Database=my-test-site; User Id=my-login; Password='mypassword'; Connection Timeout=10"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" http:// [ GS_WEB_API_URL ]
/sites/my-test-site

Example for PostgreSQL. server=[SERVER_IP];port=5432;database=[DB_NAME];user id=
[USER_NAME];password=[PASSWORD];timeout=10;commandtimeout=400;maxpoolsize=1024
3. Execute the HTTP request to connect the search to the site. Specify the following:
a. [ SITE_NAME ]: Creatio site name, e. g., my-test-site.
b. [ TEMPLATE_NAME ]: the name of the search template used in ElasticSearch. View the available templates
in the table below.
c. [ SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS ] (only for Docker): the IP address of the Linux server where the global search
components are deployed.
[ GS_WEB_API_URL ] (only for Kubernetes): the IP address of the Linux server where the global search
components are deployed.

Request for Docker

curl -v -X POST -d '{"templateName": "[TEMPLATE_NAME]"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" http:

Request for Kubernetes

curl -v -X POST -d '{"templateName": "[TEMPLATE_NAME]"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" http:

Example.
For Docker:
curl -v -X POST -d '{"templateName": "default.json"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json"
http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:81/sites/my-test-site/search
For Kubernetes:
curl -v -X POST -d '{"templateName": "default.json"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" http://
[GS_WEB_API_URL] /sites/my-test-site/search
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Note. This request returns the URL of the index created in ElasticSearch. Save the URL and use it in the
system setting installation SQL script below.

Attention. To change the search template, run the DELETE query at /sites/{siteName}/search, as well as
the search connection HTTP request described above. This reindexes the entire site.

View the available search templates and their features in the table below:
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Old

default.json

ngram_2.json

ngram_3.json

without_ngram.jso

+

–

+

+

–

+

–

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

+

Search by
exact match

+

+

+

+

+

Search by two

–

–

+

–

–

1x

13x

7x

<1x

1x

4x

2.5x

<1x

1x

1.8x

1.4x

<1x

template
(version
1.6)
Search by
partial match
Search by
misspelled
words
Search
communication
options by
phone number
(partial match)
Search
communication
options (partial
match)
Search by
word swapping

characters
Average
search speed
(lower is
better)
Index size at
elasticsearch
(lower is
better)
Primary
indexing time
(lower is
better)
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Settings in Creatio for Microsoft SQL DBMS
1. Toggle the global search (GlobalSearch, GlobalSearch_V2, GlobalSearchRelatedEntityIndexing) feature in
Creatio by running the following SQL script:

DECLARE @GS_REIndexingFeature NVARCHAR(50) = 'GlobalSearchRelatedEntityIndexing';
DECLARE @GS_REIndexingFeatureId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM Feature WHERE
Code = @GS_REIndexingFeature);
DECLARE @GlobalSearchFeature NVARCHAR(50) = 'GlobalSearch';

DECLARE @GlobalSearchFeatureId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM Feature WHERE Code = @GlobalS
DECLARE @GlobalSearchV2Feature NVARCHAR(50) = 'GlobalSearch_V2';

DECLARE @GlobalSearchV2FeatureId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM Feature WHERE Code = @Globa
DECLARE @allEmployeesId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = 'A29A3BA5-4B0D-DE11-9A51-005056C00008';
IF (@GlobalSearchFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
BEGIN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM AdminUnitFeatureState WHERE FeatureId = @GlobalSearchFeatureId)
UPDATE AdminUnitFeatureState SET FeatureState = 1 WHERE FeatureId = @GlobalSearchFeatureId

ELSE
INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployee
END;
ELSE
BEGIN
SET @GlobalSearchFeatureId = NEWID()

INSERT INTO Feature (Id, Name, Code) VALUES (@GlobalSearchFeatureId, @GlobalSearchFeature, @Global

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesI
END;
IF (@GlobalSearchV2FeatureId IS NOT NULL)
BEGIN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM AdminUnitFeatureState WHERE FeatureId = @GlobalSearchV2FeatureId)
UPDATE AdminUnitFeatureState SET FeatureState = 1 WHERE FeatureId = @GlobalSearchV2FeatureId
ELSE

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployee
END;
ELSE
BEGIN
SET @GlobalSearchV2FeatureId = NEWID()

INSERT INTO Feature (Id, Name, Code) VALUES (@GlobalSearchV2FeatureId, @GlobalSearchV2Feature, @Gl
INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesI
END;
IF (@GS_REIndexingFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
BEGIN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM AdminUnitFeatureState WHERE FeatureId = @GS_REIndexingFeatureId)
UPDATE AdminUnitFeatureState SET FeatureState = 1 WHERE FeatureId = @GS_REIndexingFeatureId
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ELSE

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesId
END;
ELSE
BEGIN

SET @GS_REIndexingFeatureId = NEWID()
INSERT INTO Feature (Id, Name, Code) VALUES (@GS_REIndexingFeatureId, @GS_REIndexingFeature, @GS_REI

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesId,
END;
2. Set the values of the system settings:
a. “GlobalSearchUrl:” the full path to ElasticSearch, including the index. The web-api returns this value if you
request it to add site search.
Example string for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:83/indexname.
Example string for Kubernetes: http://[GS-SEARCH-SERVICE_URL] /indexname.
b. “GlobalSearchConfigServiceURL:” the global search API URL.
Default value for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:81.
Default value for Kubernetes: http:// [GS_WEB_API_URL].
c. “GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl:” the instant indexing service URL.
Default value for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:82.
Default value for Kubernetes: http://[GS-WEB-INDEXING-SERVICE_URL].

For Docker

UPDATE SysSettingsValue

SET TextValue = [specify the URL to the ElasticSearch index, use a string of the following type: h
WHERE SysSettingsId = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM SysSettings WHERE Code ='GlobalSearchUrl')
UPDATE SysSettingsValue

SET TextValue = [specify the URL to the Global Search Service, use a string of the following type:
WHERE SysSettingsId = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM SysSettings WHERE Code ='GlobalSearchConfigServiceUrl'
UPDATE SysSettingsValue

SET TextValue = [specify the URL to the Global Serch Indexing Service, use a string of the followi
WHERE SysSettingsId = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM SysSettings WHERE Code ='GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl')

For Kubernetes
UPDATE SysSettingsValue

SET TextValue = [specify the URL to the ElasticSearch index, use a string of the following type: h
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WHERE SysSettingsId = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM SysSettings WHERE Code ='GlobalSearchUrl')

UPDATE SysSettingsValue

SET TextValue = [specify the URL to the Global Search Service, use a string of the following type:

WHERE SysSettingsId = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM SysSettings WHERE Code ='GlobalSearchConfigServiceUrl'

UPDATE SysSettingsValue

SET TextValue = [specify the URL to the Global Search Indexing Service, use a string of the follow
WHERE SysSettingsId = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM SysSettings WHERE Code ='GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl')

3. Restart Creatio, flush Redis, and log in to the application.

Settings in Creatio for Oracle DBMS
1. Toggle the global search (GlobalSearch, GlobalSearch_V2, GlobalSearchRelatedEntityIndexing) feature in
Creatio by running the following SQL script:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION
generate_uuid return varchar2 is
v_uuid varchar2(38);
v_guid varchar2(32);
BEGIN
v_guid := sys_guid();
v_uuid := lower(
'{' ||
substr(v_guid, 1,8) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 9,4) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 13,4) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 17,4) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 21) ||
'}'
);
RETURN v_uuid;
END;
/
DECLARE
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GS_REIndexingFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'GlobalSearchRelatedEntityIndexing';
GS_REIndexingFeatureId VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
GS_REIndexingFeatureId_GUID VARCHAR(38) := generate_uuid();
GlobalSearchFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'GlobalSearch';
GlobalSearchFeatureId VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
GlobalSearchFeatureId_GUID VARCHAR(38) := generate_uuid();
GlobalSearchV2Feature VARCHAR(50) := 'GlobalSearch_V2';
GlobalSearchV2FeatureId VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
GlobalSearchV2FeatureId_GUID VARCHAR(38) := generate_uuid();
allEmployeesId VARCHAR(38) := '{7F3B869F-34F3-4F20-AB4D-7480A5FDF647}';
State_GlobalSearch VARCHAR(1) := NULL;
State_GlobalSearchV2 VARCHAR(1) := NULL;
State_GS_REI VARCHAR(1) := NULL;
BEGIN

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO GlobalSearchFeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" = GlobalSearchFeature AND r

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO GlobalSearchV2FeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" = GlobalSearchV2Feature A

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO GS_REIndexingFeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" = GS_REIndexingFeature AND r

SELECT MAX("FeatureState") INTO State_GlobalSearch FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" =

SELECT MAX("FeatureState") INTO State_GlobalSearchV2 FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId"

SELECT MAX("FeatureState") INTO State_GS_REI FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE FeatureId" = GS_REI
IF (GlobalSearchFeatureId IS NULL) THEN

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (GlobalSearchFeatureId_GUID, GlobalSearchFe
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (all
ELSE
IF (State_GlobalSearch IS NOT NULL) THEN

UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = GlobalSearchFeatu
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (
END IF;
END IF;
IF (GlobalSearchV2FeatureId IS NULL) THEN

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (GlobalSearchV2FeatureId_GUID, GlobalSearch

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (all
ELSE

IF (State_GlobalSearchV2 IS NOT NULL) THEN
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = GlobalSearchV2Fea
ELSE
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES
END IF;
END IF;
IF (GS_REIndexingFeatureId IS NULL) THEN

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (GS_REIndexingFeatureId_GUID,GS_REIndexingFeatu

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState","FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
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ELSE
IF (State_GS_REI IS NOT NULL) THEN
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" =GS_REIndexingFeatureId;

ELSE
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState","FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
END IF;
END IF;
END;
2. Set the values of the system settings:
To do this, run the following script:
a. “GlobalSearchUrl:” the full path to elasticsearch, including the index. The web-api returns this value if you
request it to add site search.
Example string for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:83/indexname.
Example string for Kubernetes: http://[GS-SEARCH-SERVICE_URL] /indexname
b. “GlobalSearchConfigServiceURL:” the global search API URL.
Default value for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:81.
Default value for Kubernetes: http:// [GS_WEB_API_URL].
c. “GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl:” the instant indexing service URL.
Default value for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:82.
Default value for Kubernetes: http://[GS-WEB-INDEXING-SERVICE_URL].

For Docker
DECLARE
URL_SETTING_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
CONFIG_URL_SETTING_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
IND_API_SETTING_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
URL_VAL_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
CONFIG_URL_VAL_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
IND_API_VAL_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
SYS_ADMIN_UID VARCHAR(38) := '{A29A3BA5-4B0D-DE11-9A51-005056C00008}';
ES_IND VARCHAR(500) := '[specify the URL to the ElasticSearch index, use a string of the following

CONFIG_URL VARCHAR(500) := '[specify the URL to the Global Search Service, use a string of the foll
IND_API_URL VARCHAR(500) := '[specify the URL to the Global Search Indexing Service, use a string o
BEGIN
SELECT "Id" INTO URL_SETTING_ID FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchUrl';

SELECT "Id" INTO CONFIG_URL_SETTING_ID FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchConfigService

SELECT "Id" INTO IND_API_SETTING_ID FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl';
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SELECT MAX("Id") INTO URL_VAL_ID FROM "SysSettingsValue" WHERE "SysSettingsId" = URL_SETTING_ID;
SELECT MAX("Id") INTO CONFIG_URL_VAL_ID FROM "SysSettingsValue" WHERE "SysSettingsId" = CONFIG_URL
SELECT MAX("Id") INTO IND_API_VAL_ID

FROM "SysSettingsValue" WHERE "SysSettingsId" = IND_API_SETTI

IF (URL_VAL_ID IS NULL)
THEN
INSERT INTO "SysSettingsValue"
("SysSettingsId", "SysAdminUnitId", "IsDef", "TextValue")
VALUES
(URL_SETTING_ID, SYS_ADMIN_UID, '1', ES_IND);
ELSE
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue" SET "TextValue" = ES_IND WHERE "SysSettingsId" = URL_SETTING_ID;
END IF;
IF (CONFIG_URL_VAL_ID IS NULL)
THEN
INSERT INTO "SysSettingsValue"
("SysSettingsId", "SysAdminUnitId", "IsDef", "TextValue")
VALUES
(CONFIG_URL_SETTING_ID, SYS_ADMIN_UID, '1', CONFIG_URL);

ELSE
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue" SET "TextValue" = CONFIG_URL WHERE "SysSettingsId" = CONFIG_URL_SETTI
END IF;
IF (IND_API_VAL_ID IS NULL)
THEN
INSERT INTO "SysSettingsValue"
("SysSettingsId", "SysAdminUnitId", "IsDef", "TextValue")
VALUES
(IND_API_SETTING_ID, SYS_ADMIN_UID, '1', IND_API_URL);
ELSE

UPDATE "SysSettingsValue" SET "TextValue" = IND_API_URL WHERE "SysSettingsId" = IND_API_SETTING
END IF;
END;

For Kubernetes
DECLARE
URL_SETTING_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
CONFIG_URL_SETTING_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
IND_API_SETTING_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
URL_VAL_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
CONFIG_URL_VAL_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
IND_API_VAL_ID VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
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SYS_ADMIN_UID VARCHAR(38) := '{A29A3BA5-4B0D-DE11-9A51-005056C00008}';

ES_IND VARCHAR(500) := '[specify the URL to the ElasticSearch index, use a string of the following t

CONFIG_URL VARCHAR(500) := '[specify the URL to the Global Search Service, use a string of the follo

IND_API_URL VARCHAR(500) := '[specify the URL to the Global Search Indexing Service, use a string of
BEGIN
SELECT "Id" INTO URL_SETTING_ID FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchUrl';

SELECT "Id" INTO CONFIG_URL_SETTING_ID FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchConfigService

SELECT "Id" INTO IND_API_SETTING_ID FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl';
SELECT MAX("Id") INTO URL_VAL_ID

FROM "SysSettingsValue" WHERE "SysSettingsId" = URL_SETTING_ID;

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO CONFIG_URL_VAL_ID FROM "SysSettingsValue" WHERE "SysSettingsId" = CONFIG_URL
SELECT MAX("Id") INTO IND_API_VAL_ID FROM "SysSettingsValue" WHERE "SysSettingsId" = IND_API_SETTI
IF (URL_VAL_ID IS NULL)
THEN
INSERT INTO "SysSettingsValue"
("SysSettingsId", "SysAdminUnitId", "IsDef", "TextValue")
VALUES
(URL_SETTING_ID, SYS_ADMIN_UID, '1', ES_IND);
ELSE
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue" SET "TextValue" = ES_IND WHERE "SysSettingsId" = URL_SETTING_ID;
END IF;
IF (CONFIG_URL_VAL_ID IS NULL)
THEN
INSERT INTO "SysSettingsValue"
("SysSettingsId", "SysAdminUnitId", "IsDef", "TextValue")
VALUES
(CONFIG_URL_SETTING_ID, SYS_ADMIN_UID, '1', CONFIG_URL);
ELSE

UPDATE "SysSettingsValue" SET "TextValue" = CONFIG_URL WHERE "SysSettingsId" = CONFIG_URL_SETTI
END IF;
IF (IND_API_VAL_ID IS NULL)
THEN
INSERT INTO "SysSettingsValue"
("SysSettingsId", "SysAdminUnitId", "IsDef", "TextValue")
VALUES
(IND_API_SETTING_ID, SYS_ADMIN_UID, '1', IND_API_URL);
ELSE

UPDATE "SysSettingsValue" SET "TextValue" = IND_API_URL WHERE "SysSettingsId" = IND_API_SETTING
END IF;
END;

3. Restart Creatio, flush Redis, and log in to the application.
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Settings in Creatio for PostgreSQL DBMS
1. Toggle the global search (GlobalSearch, GlobalSearch_V2, GlobalSearchRelatedEntityIndexing) feature in
Creatio by running the following SQL script:

DO $$
DECLARE
GlobalSearchFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'GlobalSearch';
GlobalSearchFeatureId uuid;
GlobalSearchV2Feature VARCHAR(50) := 'GlobalSearch_V2';
GlobalSearchV2FeatureId uuid;
GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeature VARCHAR(50) :=

'GlobalSearchRelatedEntityIndexing';

GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeatureId uuid;
allEmployeesId uuid := 'A29A3BA5-4B0D-DE11-9A51-005056C00008';
BEGIN
SELECT "Id" INTO GlobalSearchFeatureId FROM "Feature"
WHERE "Code" = GlobalSearchFeature
LIMIT 1;
IF (GlobalSearchFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
THEN

IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" = GlobalSearchFeatureId)
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = GlobalSearchFe
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VAL
END IF;
ELSE
GlobalSearchFeatureId := uuid_generate_v4();

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (GlobalSearchFeatureId, GlobalSearchFeatur
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (al
END IF;
SELECT "Id" INTO GlobalSearchV2FeatureId FROM "Feature"
WHERE "Code" = GlobalSearchV2Feature
LIMIT 1;
IF (GlobalSearchV2FeatureId IS NOT NULL)
THEN

IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" = GlobalSearchV2FeatureId)

UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = GlobalSearchV2F
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES
END IF;
ELSE
GlobalSearchV2FeatureId := uuid_generate_v4();

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (GlobalSearchV2FeatureId, GlobalSearchV2Fe

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (al
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END IF;

SELECT "Id" INTO GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" =GS_RelatedEntityInd
IF (GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
THEN

IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" = GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeat

UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFea
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState","FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
END IF;
ELSE
GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeatureId := uuid_generate_v4();

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (GS_RelatedEntityIndexingFeatureId, GS_RelatedE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState","FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
END IF;
END $$;
2. Set the values of the system settings:
a. “GlobalSearchUrl:” the full path to ElasticSearch, including the index. The web-api returns this value if you
request it to add site search.
Example string for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:83/indexname.
Example string for Kubernetes: http://[GS-SEARCH-SERVICE_URL] /indexname.
b. “GlobalSearchConfigServiceURL:” the global search API URL.
Default value for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:81.
Default value for Kubernetes: http:// [GS_WEB_API_URL].
c. “GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl:” the instant indexing service URL.
Default value for Docker: http://[SERVER2_IP_ADDRESS]:82.
Default value for Kubernetes: http://[GS-WEB-INDEXING-SERVICE_URL].
To do this, run the following script:

For Docker
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue"

SET "TextValue" = [specify the URL to the ElasticSearch index, use a string of the following type: ht
WHERE "SysSettingsId" = (SELECT "Id" FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchUrl' LIMIT 1 );
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue"

SET "TextValue" = [specify the URL to the Global Search Service, use a string of the following type:
WHERE "SysSettingsId" = (SELECT "Id" FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchConfigServiceUrl'
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue"

SET "TextValue" = [specify the URL to the Global Search Indexing Service, use a string of the followi

WHERE "SysSettingsId" = (SELECT "Id" FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl' L
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For Kubernetes
UPDATE "SysSettingsValue"

SET "TextValue" = [specify the URL to the ElasticSearch index, use a string of the following type: ht
WHERE "SysSettingsId" = (SELECT "Id" FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchUrl' LIMIT 1 );

UPDATE "SysSettingsValue"
SET "TextValue" = [specify the URL to the Global Search Service, use a string of the following type:

WHERE "SysSettingsId" = (SELECT "Id" FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchConfigServiceUrl'

UPDATE "SysSettingsValue"

SET "TextValue" = [specify the URL to the Global Search Indexing Service, use a string of the followi

WHERE "SysSettingsId" = (SELECT "Id" FROM "SysSettings" WHERE "Code" = 'GlobalSearchIndexingApiUrl' L

3. Restart Creatio, flush Redis, and log in to the application.

Client-side system requirements
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Software products on the Creatio platform are web applications, so they do not require any installation on the
client side. Users access the application via an Internet browser and required parameters of the customer’s
computer must meet the requirements of the browser. The indicative characteristics:
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Monitor minimum
resolution

1280x768

CPU

Pentium G/J, AMD A6-7xxx 3.0 Ghz or higher

RAM

4GB recommended 512 MB of free RAM is recommended during the work
process

HDD

500 MB free space is recommended

Note. You can learn more about the recommended parameters for the mobile apps in the “System
requirements for mobile devices” article.

The recommended data channel for the client-server connection is 512 Kbps per one active user.
One of the following Internet browsers must be installed on the client-side:
Microsoft Windows:
Windows 7;

Google Chrome, the latest official version on the Creatio release date
Mozilla Firefox, the latest official version on the Creatio release date

Windows 8;
Windows 10.

OS X, the latest official version.

Microsoft Edge, the latest official version on the Creatio release date

Apple Safari, the last official version on the Creatio release date

Note. Release dates are available in the release calendar.

Attention!. Using third-party plug-ins and add-ons for browsers may increase the page loading time and
cause incorrect display of pages.

Creatio .NET Core products
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

.NET Core platform is an open-source cross-platform software that can be deployed on Linux, Windows, Mac
OS systems.
We recommend using Linux to deploy Creatio .NET Core products. This OS is highly reliable, well-performing, has
an optimal cost and is actively being developed.

Feature support in Creatio .NET Core products
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Feature

.NET Core Support

Windows authentication

Supported since version 7.16.4.

Configuration development

Supported since version 7.17.0.

([ Configuration ] section, object
designer)
LDAP integration

Supported since version 7.17.2.

Fault-tolerant Redis Sentinel

We do not plan to support it. More modern fault-tolerant Redis

configuration

Cluster configuration is supported since Creatio version 7.18.0.

Telephony integration

Asterisk connector is supported since version 7.16.3.
Learn more about how the integration with other supported
telephony connectors works in the footnotes below.
We plan to support Cisco Finesse integration without using IIS
and ARR in the future releases.

Oracle DBMS

We plan to support it in the future releases.

Exchange\Office365 calendar
and contact synchronization

Supported since version 7.18.2.

Google Calendar and contact

We plan to support it in the future releases.

synchronization
Facebook integration

We plan to support it in the future releases.

Lead registration from social
networks (Facebook and

We plan to support it in the future releases.

LinkedIn)

Notes
Deploy the messaging service (Creatio Messaging Service) on Windows to integrate Avaya, TAPI, Infinity X
telephony systems.
You need to deploy the Microsoft IIS web server and its expansion — Application Request Routing (ARR) — on
Windows to integrate Cisco Finesse.

The lifecycle of products using .NET Framework and .NET Core
platforms
Microsoft released the .NET 5 platform, thus integrating .NET Framework and .NET Core platforms.
This allows the platform to support the maximum number of the APIs that used to be available on the .NET
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Framework platform. However, it is important to note that the API is not backwards compatible, therefore you
need to adapt the .NET Core features previously developed using .NET Framework to ensure .NET Core and .NET
5 support.
We plan to move the Creatio product lineup to the unified .NET platform in the future.

Developing features with simultaneous .NET Framework and
.NET Core support
To streamline the adaptation to .NET Core and .NET 5, we recommend developing new features with
simultaneous .NET Framework and .NET Core platform support.
Recommendations:
1. Your external libraries have to support .NET Standard 2.0. This will let you use them with both .NET Framework
and .NET Core.
2. Your framework's API also has to support .NET Standard 2.0. You can check the compatibility using Microsoft
documentation.
3. When coding configuration web services, you need to inherit from Terrasoft.Web.Common.BaseService and
use HttpContextAccessor for HttpContext access. Read more: Custom web services.

Attention. If you use or plan to use Creatio Marketplace applications to expand Creatio’s functionality, you
will need to specify whether they support Creatio .NET Core products.

Migrating Creatio from .NET Framework to .NET Core
We plan to support Creatio migration from .NET Framework to .NET Core in the upcoming releases.

Deploying Creatio .NET Core application
You can find the instructions on deploying Creatio in the Deploy Creatio .NET Core application server on Linux
article.

Deploy Microsoft SQL database for Creatio
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Install Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio on the database server. Installation instructions are available in
the Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

Note. Microsoft SQL has been tested for deployment of clustered Creatio databases. Using Microsoft SQL
Always On availability groups is a recommended method of setting up a high availability configuration. For
more information on Microsoft SQL Always On technology, please refer to the Microsoft SQL
documentation.
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In Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio, create two database users.
A user with the “sysadmin” role, who has maximum access privileges on the database server level. This user
will restore the Creatio database from a backup file and assign access permissions.
A user with the “public” role, whose permissions are limited. You will need this user to set up a secure
connection to the restored Creatio database using Microsoft SQL authentication.
For more on creating users and access permissions on the database server, see Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.
To restore a database:
1. Authenticate in Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio as a “sysadmin” user.
2. Click the [ Databases ] catalog and select the [ Restore Database ] option from the context menu (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting database backup command

3. In the [ Restore Database ] window:
a. Specify the name of the database in the [ Database ] field;
b. Specify the [ Device ] checkbox and specify the path to the database backup copy file. The database
backup file is supplied together with executable files and is located in the ~\db folder (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting database backup
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4. Specify a folder on the database server where the Creatio database will be restored. Creating a folder to
restore database files is required beforehand, as the SQL Server is not permitted to create directories.
a. Go to the [ Files ] tab.
b. In the [ Restore the database files as ] area, select the [ Relocate all files and folders ] checkbox.
c. Specify paths to the folders where SQL Management Studio will save the TS_Data.mdf and TS_Log.ldf
files (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Specifying the names and paths to TS_Data.mdf and TS_Log.ldf files.
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5. Click the [ OK ] button and wait for the database restore process to be finished.
6. Enable connection for the public Microsoft SQL user who Creatio will use to access the database.
a. Locate the restored Creatio database in Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
b. Click the [ Security ] tab.
c. Add the user to the [ Users ] list.
d. Click [ Membership ] and specify the db_owner, which will grant the user full access to the restored
Creatio database.

General setup procedure for data caching
server (Redis)
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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Use Redis caching server to optimize execution of heavy database queries. Caching improves Creatio
performance and reduces the resource usage.
The Redis server package is available in the standard Debian repositories. This article covers installing Redis on
Debian and Debian derivatives (such as Ubuntu and Linux Mint). To install Redis:
1. Log in as root:

sudo su
2. Update the package lists:

apt-get update
3. Install Redis:

apt-get install redis-server
4. Enable Redis to run as a systemd service. To do this:
a. Open redis.conf in a text editor as root. For example, use the Nano text editor:

nano /etc/redis/redis.conf
b. Locate the “supervised no” entry. Replace the entry with “supervised systemd.”
c. Save changes and exit the editor.
d. Restart the Redis server.

systemctl restart redis-server
e. Log out from your root session:

exit

Enable required Windows components
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Make sure that you install the following components on the web server before you create and set up a website:
Windows components. Note that the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 component is required.
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Web Server IIS components.
To ensure correct compilation of the application, download and install .NET 6 SDK and .NET Framework SDK v
4.7.2.
Grant permissions to read, create and delete files and subfolders of the
\Terrasoft.WebApp\Terrasoft.Configuration catalog to the user who runs the application pool in IIS.
Download 64-bit .NET 6 SDK
Download 64-bit .NET Framework SDK v 4.7.2

Attention. Production environment for Creatio .NET Framework application requires a Windows Server
OS. You can deploy application server on Windows 10 only for development and pre-production
environments.
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Component

Component items

Common HTTP Features

Static Content
Default Document
HTTP Errors
HTTP Redirection

Application Development

ASP.Net
.Net extensibility
ISAPI extensions
ISAPI Filters
WebSocket Protocol

Microsoft .Net framework 3.5.1

Windows Communication
Foundation HTTP Activation
Windows Communication
Foundation Non-HTTP
Activation

Microsoft .Net Framework 4.7 Advanced Services and up (Windows 8,

ASP.NET 4.6.2 or 4.7;

Windows 10, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016).

WCF services
HTTP Activation
Message Queuing (MSMQ)
Activation
Named Pipe Activation
TCP Activation
TCP Port Sharing

Health and Diagnostics:

HTTP Logging
Logging Tools
Request Monitor
Custom Logging

Security

Basic Authentication
Request Filtering
IP and Domain Restriction

Enable required Windows Components on Windows Server
2016
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To check the availability of the needed components:
1. Enter the “control panel” in the [ Start ] menu and select the [ Control Panel ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Control Panel ] section in the [ Start ] menu

2. From the [ Control Panel ], select the [ Turn Windows features on or off ] option (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting the [ Turn Windows features on or off ] option

3. In the [ Add Roles and Features Wizard ], select [ Role-based or feature-based installation ]→[ Next ] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Selecting the role-based installation
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4. Select the destination server from the available server pool and click [ Next ] (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Selecting the destination server
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5. Select the Web Server (IIS) role to apply to the selected server. Click [ Next ] (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Selecting the Web Server (IIS) role
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6. Click [ Add features ] (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Confirming selected features
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7. Select features and click [ Next ] (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Selecting features
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8. Click [ Next ] to finish proceed to the next step ().
Fig. 8 Confirm the web server role
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9. Make sure that the you have the same components selected as on the picture (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Required components
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10.Click [ Install ] (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 Confirm installation

11.Reboot the server.
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Enable required Windows Components on Windows 10
To check the availability of the needed components:
1. Enter the “control panel” in the [ Start ] menu and select the [ Control Panel ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Control Panel ] section in the [ Start ] menu

2. Select the [ Programs ] option in the opened window (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Programs ] menu
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3. From the [ Programs and Features ] menu, select the [ Turn Windows features on or off ] option (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 Selecting the [ Turn Windows features on or off ] option

4. Select all required components in the [ Windows Features ] window (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Selecting Web Server IIS and Windows components

Prepare to deploy Creatio .NET Core on
Linux
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Prepare the setup files
Creatio setup files come as a zip archive. To unpack the archive, run:

unzip -d /path/to/application/directory/ CREATIO_ARCHIVE_NAME.zip
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where /path/to/application/directory/ is the directory to which to extract the files. We recommend unpacking
the archive to the current directory:

unzip creatio_archive_name.zip

Where creatio_archive_name.zip is the name of the Creatio setup archive.

Note. If running the unzip command results in the “command not found” error, install the *.zip file dearchiver:

sudo apt-get install unzip

Set up ConnectionStrings.config
The ConnectionStrings.config file in the Creatio root directory stores the connection parameters of the database
and external services for your application.

Edit the ConnectionStrings.config file
1. Go to the root directory of the Creatio application ~\WebAppRoot\Creatio.
2. Open the ConnectionStrings.config file in a text editor.
3. Specify the connectionStrings connection parameters of your site.
A sample ConnectionStrings.config file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<connectionStrings>
<add name="db" connectionString="Server=[Database server name];Port=31436;Database=[Database name];
<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[Machine name];db=[Redis DB number];port=6379" />
<add name="tempDirectoryPath" connectionString="%TEMP%/%USER%/%APPLICATION%" />

<add name="influx" connectionString="url=[Address of the analytics collection service]; user=; passw
<add name="clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri" connectionString="[Logging service address]" />

<add name="messageBroker" connectionString="amqp://[MessageBroker username]:[Password]@[Address of t
</connectionStrings>

Required ConnectionStrings.config settings
Creatio requires the database and caching server connection parameters for operation.
db manages the database connection. Configure the path to the database to connect and the authorization
method on the database server in this parameter.
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<add name="db" connectionString="Server=[ Database server name ];Port=31436;Database=[ Database name
redis manages the interaction with the Redis server:

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Machine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ];port=6379; "/>

Attention. The Redis database number must be unique for each Creatio site.

Optional ConnectionStrings.config settings
The external service connection parameters are optional. Fill them out only if your Creatio configuration requires
it. For example, do that if you want to collect the site analytics.
tempDirectoryPath is the path to the temporary directory the package installation mechanism requires:

<add name="tempDirectoryPath" connectionString=[ Path to the temporary directory the package installa
Influx manages the interaction with the site analytics collection service. Fill out this parameter only if you need
to collect the functionality use analytics for debugging.

<add name="influx" connectionString="url=[ Site analytics collection service ]; user=[ User on whose
clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri manages the interaction with the logging service. Fill out this
parameter only if you need to collect the data about how Creatio pages load.

<add name="clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri" connectionString="[ Logging service address ]" />
messageBroker manages the interaction with the RabbitMQ service. Fill out this parameter only if you need
to set up the horizontal load scaling using RabbitMQ.

<add name="messageBroker" connectionString="amqp://[ MessageBroker username ]:[ Password ]@[

General Creatio deployment procedure
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This guide covers all steps needed to deploy and set up Creatio on-site on Windows or Linux, as well as links to
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detailed descriptions of each step.

Deploy the Creatio .NET Framework application on Windows
The general procedure to deploy Creatio on-site is as follows:
1. Deploy the Creatio caching server (Redis). Read more >>>
2. Deploy the database. Note that this step is DBMS-dependent. Read more >>>
3. Enable and install the required Windows components. Read more >>>
4. Install the latest Windows updates.
5. Create and set up the application website using IIS. Read more >>>
6. Modify the ConnectionStrings.config file. Note that this step is DBMS-dependent. Read more >>>
7. Modify the Web.config file. Read more >>>
After installing Creatio, perform additional setup to ensure correct operation of all its components.
Set up websockets. Read more >>>
Switch Creatio from HTTP to HTTPS. Read more >>>
Deploy and set up global search in Creatio. Read more >>>
Set up the machine learning service. Read more >>>
Set up integrations and Internet access for additional functions. For example, the data enrichment service,
social media integration, or Google synchronization. Read more >>>
Set up bulk emails (only for configurations with Marketing Creatio). Read more >>>

Deploy the Creatio .NET Core application on Linux
The general procedure to deploy Creatio on-site is as follows:
1. Prepare the Creatio setup files. Read more >>>
2. Deploy the database server. Read more >>>
3. Deploy the Creatio caching server (Redis). Read more >>>
4. Modify the ConnectionStrings.config file. Read more >>>
5. Deploy the Creatio application server. Read more >>>
If you are going to run Creatio directly on the local machine:
1. Install .NET Core, a GDI+ compatible API for UNIX-like operating systems, and development libraries and
header files for GNU C. Read more >>>
2. Run the Creatio application server. Read more >>>
If you are going to run Creatio in a Docker container:
1. Make Redis accessible from the Docker container. Read more >>>
2. Install Docker. Read more >>>
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3. Create a Dockerfile. Read more >>>
4. Build and run the Docker image. Read more >>>

Note. The procedure for running a PostgreSQL server in Docker is covered in the Docker documentation.

Global search and deduplication FAQ
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

How do I check which version of the global search service I
have?
If you use Creatio cloud, you will always have the latest version of the global search service.
If you use Creatio on-site, run the following console command:

docker ps

This will open the list of all containers. The global search version number will be available in the [ image ] column.

How do I initiate the re-indexing of my Creatio site?
For global search version 2.0 and later:
Execute the PUT request in this format:

http://[ GS-WEB-API ]:81/indexation/{siteName}/reindex/full

For global search versions earlier than 2.0:
1. Open gs-mysql container via the following command:

docker exec -it gs-mysql bash
2. Run the following command in the opened gs-mysql container:

mysql -p1665017 use gs; UPDATE GlobalSearchIndexingEntity SET LastIndexedOn = NULL, InProcess = 0;

How do I enable the global search service logging?
By default, the service logs only errors. To enable logging of all events, locate the following string in the docker© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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compose.yaml file:

-Log4NetPath=${LOG$NET_CONFIG_FILE:-log4net.production.config}

Replace the string with the following string:

-Log4NetPath=${LOG$NET_CONFIG_FILE:-log4net.debug.config}

Note. If you enable logging of all events, the number of log files will increase significantly.

Which metrics and tracking schema can I use to monitor the
global search operation?
Execute the following request:

http://[ GS-WEB-API ]:81/sites/[ SITE_NAME ]/search/state

Where [ GS-WEB-API ] is the server address, and [ SITE_NAME ] is your Creatio website name.

How do I set up access to ElasticSearch via a password?
You can restrict access to ElasticSearch using Haproxy, which supports base64 authentification. Use the x-pack
plugin to set up access to ElasticSearch via a login and a password.

How do I add a new object to the ElasticSearch indexing, or
change the settings for the indexed fields of existing objects?
You can enable and configure indexing of specific sections using Creatio in-app tools. By default, ElasticSearch will
index only sections, regardless of their author, as well as lookup columns (with a few exceptions). The attached
*.pdf file contains the list of exceptions.

How do I deploy ElasticSearch on several servers with a single
URL? How do I set up clustering?
This information is available in the Elastic service documentation.

Why is the “Duplicates search rules” setting not displayed for
me?
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Check if the “Deduplication service api address” (“DeduplicationWebApiUrl” code) system setting is populated
and whether the following features are enabled in “FeatureToggle:”
“BulkESDeduplication”
“ESDeduplication”
“Deduplication”
Learn more about how to enable additional functionality in the following developer documentation article: Feature
toggle. Mechanism of enabling and disabling functions.

Can I use the global search and bulk duplicate search services
in two Creatio applications simultaneously?
If you are using two Creatio applications, for example, production and developer environments, you can set up
the global search and bulk duplicate search services for each of them independently. Use the following guides to
set up the services:
Global search
Bulk duplicate search

How does Creatio sort the search results?
The display order of the search results mainly depends on their relevance. The following factors affect relevance:
The volume of text in the document.
The frequency of the the search query in the document.
The frequency of the search query in the index.
Other, less important, parameters.
The following system settings affect the display order of search results as well:
“Global search default entity weight” (“GlobalSearchDefaultEntityWeight” code) – increases the display priority
of section records where the search was performed. For example, if you enter a search query from the
[ Contacts ] section, the records of this section will appear first in the list.
“Global search default primary column weight” (“GlobalSearchDefaultPrimaryColumnWeight” code) – increases
the display priority of specific search results. It applies to records whose primary column value matches the
search query. For example, [ Full name ] is a primary column for the contact and [ Name ] is a primary column
for the account. If the search query matches the value in the record's primary column, this record will be
displayed at the top of the search results.
While these system settings affect relevance, they do not guarantee the exact display order of search results as
the other factors affect the order as well.

Do microservices support Windows authentication?
Since you must deploy the global search and deduplication service using Docker, microservices do not support
Windows authentication.
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Server-side system requirements
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The following components are required for any Creatio on-site application (Fig. 1):
Web server, which is also going to be Creatio application server
Database server with the chosen database management system (DBMS)
Session storage server (Redis), also known as “caching server”
Fig. 1 Creatio basic infrastructure

Optional components include:
Version control server (SVN) – recommended for development environments. It lets the developers
manage versions and changes of the Creatio configuration (eg., rollback, merge versions, etc).
Load balancers for the application, database, and caching servers for fault-tolerant configurations (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Creatio fault-tolerant infrastructure
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Several functions, such as global search, deduplication, and machine learning require deployment of additional
containerization (operating-system-level virtualization) infrastructure. Implementing the containerization
(operating-system-level virtualization) is required for the following Creatio services:
machine learning
data enrichment
bulk email service
global search
deduplication
Exchange Listener
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General guidelines
All system components should be functional in a virtual environment. The list of officially supported cloud/virtual
platforms:
Amazon Web Services
Microsoft Azure / Hyper-V
VMware vCloud Director / vSphere

Note. Compatibility with other cloud / virtual platforms is not guaranteed.

Active system component instances must be placed in a single location (data center / server room / office
building, etc.). Placing backup components in remote locations when implementing protection against
catastrophic events is acceptable.
All components should function in their dedicated operating systems. Merging components is possible, but not
recommended.
To organize a DBMS cluster, you can use either a shared file storage or separate disk space of cluster nodes.
The version control server (SVN) is optional. You only need it in case of configuration version control.
The load balancer is an optional component, which may be useful, if:
there is an increased network load on the application servers
application servers are deployed in a fault-tolerant configuration (web farm)
The load balancer may be either hardware or software. To work in fault-tolerant mode, use the HTTP/HTTPS
traffic balancer that supports the WebSocket protocol. Creatio has been tested on HAproxy and MS ARR
(Microsoft Advanced Request Routing) software load balancers. There are known cases where other balancers
like Citrix, Cisco, NginX, FortiGate were successfully implemented.

Connection channels
IIS – SQL:
the capacity of 10Mb/sec per 100 active users
delays no more than 15-20 ms
IIS – user:
minimum 256 Kb/sec per 1 active user
recommended 512 Kb/sec per 1 active user
formula: 30kByte/sec * (total number of users working at a time) * 10%
Input/output:
IIS; 100 IOPS per 1000 active users
SQL: 1000 IOPS per 1000 active users.
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Requirements for sending marketing emails (Marketing Creatio):
The recommended speed of DB disks depends on the number of recipients.
Audience of up to 1 mln recipients in an email or above 1 mln recipients per month – minimum 300 IOPS, < 8
ms.
Audience from 1 mln to 2 mln recipients in an email or above 3 mln recipients per month – minimum 500 IOPS,
< 8 ms.
Audience from 2 mln to 5 mln recipients in an email or above 5 mln recipients per month – minimum 1000
IOPS, < 7 ms.

Requirements to servers for the Exchange Listener
synchronization service
Exchange Listener processes requests by separate handlers simultaneously serving 40 active mailboxes each.
You specify the number of handlers when installing the microservice component. It depends on the planned
number of mailboxes.
One processor requires 30% of the 1Hz processor time and 850 Mb of RAM (disk storage is not used).
You can configure automatic scaling depending on the number of active subscriptions. To learn more, contact
support@creatio.com.

Software requirements
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Component

Software

Web server

Windows Server 2012 R2, 2016, 2019

(.NET Framework application)

IIS
.Net framework 4.7.2

Web server

Linux Debian 8-9

(.NET Core application)

.NET Core version 3.1
GDI+ compatible API on non-Windows operating systems
Development libraries and header files for GNU C

Database server (Windows)

Windows Server 2012 R2, 2016, 2019
MSSQL 2016 and up, or
Oracle 11g and up, or
PostgreSQL 11 and up

Database server (Linux)

Linux Debian 8-9
PostgreSQL 11 and up

Caching server

Linux Debian 8-9; Redis Server 4.0 and up

Load balancer server

Linux Debian 8-9; HAproxy

Version control system server (SVN)

Linux Debian 8-9; SVN

Containers

Linux Debian 8-9; Docker; Kubernetes

Deploying Creatio .NET Core application on Linux
If you are going to run Creatio from the local machine directly:
Install .NET Core, GDI+ compatible API for non-Windows operating systems, and Development libraries and
header files for GNU C. Read more >>>
Run Creatio application server. Read more >>>
If you are going to run Creatio from a Docker container:
Make Redis accessible from the Docker container. Read more >>>
Install Docker. Read more >>>
Create a Dockerfile. Read more >>>
Build and run Docker image. Read more >>>
Please note that the specifics of the deployment procedure may vary, depending on the chosen DBMS.
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Note. The procedure for running PostgreSQL in Docker is covered in the Docker documentation.

Deploy Oracle Database for Creatio
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Install Oracle Database on the database server. Installation instructions are available in the Oracle Database
Online Documentation. The “sqlplus” and “impdp” utilities required for restoring the application database from
backup are installed with Oracle Database.

Note. Please refer to the Oracle Database Online Documentation for more details on Oracle Database
clustering.

In Oracle Database, create two database users.
A user with the “admin” role, who has maximum access privileges on the database server level. This user will
restore the Creatio database from a backup file and assign access permissions.
A user with the “public” role, whose permissions are limited. You will need this user to set up a secure
connection to the restored Creatio database using Oracle authentication.
For more on creating users and access permissions on the database server, see Oracle Database Online
Documentation.
Download and unzip the archive with the SQL scripts that are used to restore the database from the Oracle
backup file.
By default the Oracle DB backup file is located in the ~\db folder with the Creatio executable files. If the backup
file is located not on the Oracle server, it should be located in the network folder with general access.
To restore the database:
1. Open the CreateUser.sql and RecompileSchema.sql scripts in the editor and modify the following macros:
a. YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME – schema name
b. YOUR_SCHEMA_PASSWORD – schema password
c. \\your_server.com\Share – path to the backup (*.dmp file).
2. Open the backup file in a text editor, find and save the name of the used schema located before the
“.SYS_EXPORT_SCHEMA” record (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The schema name in the backup file
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3. Remove the modified scripts on the Oracle server. To create a new schema, execute the following command
from the folder with the scripts:

sqlplus.exe "SYS/SYS_PASSWORD@your_server.com:1521/YOUR_SERVICE_NAME AS SYSDBA" @CreateUser.sql

1. SYS_PASSWORD – a password for authorization on the Oracle server
2. your_server.com – network address of the Oracle server
3. YOUR_SERVICE_NAME – Oracle service name.
4. Run import of the DB backup copy in the created schema:

impdp "YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME/YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME@//your_server.com:1521/BPMBUILD"
REMAP_SCHEMA=ORIGINAL_SCHEMA_NAME:YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME
DIRECTORY=BACKUPDIR DUMPFILE=filename.dmp NOLOGFILE=YES

1. YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME – the name of the schema specified in the CreateUser.sql
2. your_server.com – network address of the Oracle server
3. ORIGINAL_SCHEMA_NAME – the name of the schema from the backup file (step 2).
4. Consistently run:

sqlplus.exe "YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME/YOUR_SCHEMA_PASSWORD@your_server.com:1521/YOUR_SERVICE_NAME"
@tspkg_UtilitiesGlobalTypes.sql

sqlplus.exe
"YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME/YOUR_SCHEMA_PASSWORD@your_server.com:1521/YOUR_SERVICE_NAME"
@tspkg_UtilitiesGlobalTypes.sql

sqlplus.exe "YOUR_SCHEMA_NAME/YOUR_SCHEMA_PASSWORD@your_server.com:1521/ YOUR_SERVICE_NAME"
@RecompileSchema.sql

Modify ConnectionStrings.config for MS SQL
Server
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The ConnectionStrings.config file in the Creatio root directory stores the connection parameters of the database
and external services for your application.
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Set up ConnectionStrings.config
1. Go to the root directory of the Creatio application ~\WebAppRoot\Creatio.
2. Open the ConnectionStrings.config file in a text editor.
3. Specify the connection parameters (connectionStrings) of your site.
A sample ConnectionStrings.config file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<connectionStrings>
<add name="db" connectionString="Data Source=[ Database server name ]; Initial Catalog=[ Database name

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Redis server machine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ];port=6379;
<add name="defRepositoryUri" connectionString="" />
<add name="defWorkingCopyPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%WORKSPACE%" />

<add name="defPackagesWorkingCopyPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%WORKSPACE%\TerrasoftPacka
<add name="clientUnitContentPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%WORKSPACE%\ClientUnitSrc" />
<add name="sourceControlAuthPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%WORKSPACE%\Svn" />
<add name="elasticsearchCredentials" connectionString="User=[ ElasticSearch username ]; Password=
</connectionStrings>

Required ConnectionStrings.config settings
Creatio requires the database and caching server connection parameters for operation.
name="db" manages the connection to the restored database.
You can see the database server name (Data Source) in the authorization window while connecting to the
server using Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The SQL server authorization window
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The database name (Initial Catalog) must match the [ Database ] field value you specified when restoring the
database.
By default, Creatio uses Windows authentication (Integrated Security) based on the SPPI interface to
connect to the database server. To ensure successful connection to the database, specify the Windows user
on whose behalf you will connect to the database server.

<add name="db" connectionString="Data Source=[ Database server name ];
Initial Catalog=[ Database name ];
Persist Security Info=True; MultipleActiveResultSets=True;
Integrated Security=SSPI; Pooling = true; Max Pool Size = 100; Async = true" />

If you want to log in to the database server using the Microsoft SQL user credentials, create the
credentials on the Microsoft SQL server and specify them in the ConnectionStrings.config file. Replace the
Integrated Security=SSPI variable with the UserID and Password variables in the database connection
string (add name="db"):

<add name="db" connectionString="Data Source=TSW\MSSQL2014;
Initial Catalog=7.10.2.1416_SalesEnterprise_Demo;
Persist Security Info=True; MultipleActiveResultSets=True;
User ID=Sup; Password=password; Pooling = true; Max Pool Size = 100; Async = true" />
name="redis" manages the interaction with the Redis server.

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Redis server machine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ]
maxReadPoolSize=10;maxWritePoolSize=500" />

Optional ConnectionStrings.config settings
The external service connection parameters are optional. Fill them out only if your Creatio configuration requires
it. For example, do that if you want to integrate the version control system.
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tempDirectoryPath is the path to the temporary directory the package installation mechanism requires:

<add name="tempDirectoryPath" connectionString=[ Path to the temporary directory the package installa
defPackagesWorkingCopyPath is the path to the working copy of Creatio custom packages. Fill out this
parameter only if you use the SVN version control system. The working copy contains custom packages
organized as directories and files. The built-in Creatio SVN client synchronizes the working copy with the
repository of the SVN version control system. Set up this parameter when integrating the version control
system. Creatio will use it only in the default development mode; i. e., if the file system development mode is
disabled. The default value is a temporary directory, which the operating system may clear. We recommend
specifying a custom directory. If you specify an existing Creatio directory, for example,
.\Terrasoft.WebApp\Terrasoft.Configuration\Pkg, that may cause compilation errors.

<add name="defPackagesWorkingCopyPath" connectionString=[ Path to the working copy of custom packages
sourceControlAuthPath is the path to the authorization data of the built-in client of the SVN version control
system (if used): The default value is a temporary directory, which the operating system may clear. If you use
a version control system, we recommend specifying the path to a permanent directory in this parameter.

<add name="sourceControlAuthPath" connectionString=[ Path to the authorization data of the version st
Influx manages the interaction with the site analytics collection service. Fill out this parameter only if you need
to collect the functionality use analytics for debugging.

<add name="influx" connectionString="url=[ Site analytics collection service address ]; user=
clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri manages the interaction with the logging service. Fill out this
parameter only if you need to collect the data about how Creatio pages load.

<add name="clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri" connectionString="[ Logging service address ]" />
messageBroker manages the interaction with the RabbitMQ service. Fill out this parameter only if you need
to set up horizontal load scaling using RabbitMQ.

<add name="messageBroker" connectionString="amqp://[ MessageBroker username ]:[ Password ]@[

Google integration
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up Google integration on a Creatio on-site application:
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1. Set up a Google account.
2. Enable access to Calendar API.
3. Generate integration keys “Client ID” and “Client Secret”.
4. Enter the keys in Creatio as system settings:
Detailed instructions are available in the “Application registration for integration with Google” article.

Redis Sentinel
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Attention. The deprecated Redis Sentinel mechanism will be retired in Creatio version 7.18.3. We
recommend switching to Redis Cluster after updating Creatio to version 7.18.0.

The Redis Sentinel mechanism is used to provide fault tolerance for the Redis repositories used by Creatio. It
provides the following features:
Monitoring. Sentinel makes sure that the Master/Slave instances work correctly in Redis.
Notifications. Sentinel alerts system administrators if any instance–related errors occur in Redis.
Automatic failover. If the Redis Master instance is not working correctly, Sentinel promotes one of the Slave
instances to a Master, and reconfigures the rest to work with the new Master instance. Creatio is also notified
about the new Redis connection address.

Attention. Creatio does not support Redis clusters in version 7.17.4 and earlier.

Redis Sentinel is a distributed system that is designed to run multiple instances that cooperate together. This
approach has the following advantages:
The fault is registered only if multiple Sentinel instances (which form a quorum) agree that the Master instance
is unavailable in Redis. This is done to reduce the number of false alerts.
The Sentinel mechanism will still be available even if multiple Sentinel instances are not responding or do not
work altogether. This is done to increase fault tolerance.

Notable Sentinel specifics
At least three Sentinel instances are required for a robust deployment. These instances should be placed into
computers or virtual machines that are believed to fail in an independent way, i. e., the faults registered by
these Sentinel instances should be caused by different sources. For example, the computers are located in
different network zones.
Due to asynchronous replication, the distributed system (Sentinel + Redis) does not guarantee that all data will
be saved if a failure does occur.
The fault tolerance of the configuration should be regularly monitored and further confirmed through tests
that simulate failures.
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Docker port remapping creates certain issues with Sentinel processes (see the Sentinel, Docker, NAT, and
possible issues block of the Sentinel documentation).

Minimal fault tolerance requirements for Redis Sentinel
Legend:
M1, M2 are Redis Master instances.
R1,R2, R3 are Redis Slave instances.
S1, S2, S3 are Sentinel instances.
C1 is Creatio application.
[M2] is promoted instance (e. g., from Slave to Master).
We recommend using a configuration with at least three Redis and Sentinel instances (see the Example 2: basic
setup with three boxes block of the Sentinel documentation). This configuration is based on three nodes
(computers or virtual machines), each containing running instances of both Redis and Sentinel (Fig. 1). Two
Sentinel instances (S2 and S3) form a quorum (the number of instances required to ensure the fault tolerance of
the current Master instance).
Fig. 1 The three nodes configuration: quorum = 2

During regular operation, the Creatio client application writes its data to a Master instance (M1). This data is then
replicated asynchronously to the Slave instances (R2 and R3).
If the Redis Master instance (M1) becomes unavailable, the Sentinel instances (S1 and S2) consider this a failure
and start the failover process. One of the Redis Slave instances (R2 or R3) is promoted to the Master, enabling
the application to use it instead of the previous Master instance.

Attention. There is a risk of losing records in any Sentinel configuration, which uses asynchronous data
replication. This occurs if the data were not written to the Slave instance, promoted to a Master.
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Note. Other possible fault tolerant configurations are described in the Sentinel documentation.

Network separation issues
If the network connection is lost, there is a risk that Creatio will continue to work with the old Redis Master
instance (M1), while the newly promoted Master instance ([M2]) has already been assigned (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Network separation

This is easily avoided by enabling the option to stop writing data in case the Master instance detects that the
number of Slave instances has decreased. To do this, set the following values in the redis.conf configuration file
of the Redis Master instance:

min-slaves-to-write 1
min-slaves-max-lag 10

As a result, if the Redis Master instance (M1) will not be able to transfer data to at least one Slave instance, it will
stop receiving data in 10 seconds after the first attempt. Once the system is recovered by Sentinel instances that
form a quorum (S2 and S3), the Creatio application (C1) will be reconfigured to work with the new Master–
instance (M2).

Attention. If the network is restored, the Master instance will not be able to continue its operation
automatically after stopping. If the remaining Redis Slave instance (R3) also becomes unavailable, the
system will stop working altogether.

System requirements
Redis is an in-memory database, therefore RAM capacity and performance rate are the main requirements for its
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correct operation. Since Redis is a single–threaded application that uses a single processor core, a single node
(computer or virtual machine) with a dual-core processor is required to work with a single Redis instance. Sentinel
instances require relatively few resources and can run on the same node as Redis.
It is recommended to deploy Redis and Sentinel on Linux OS.
The table below shows the recommended system requirements for a single node (computer or virtual machine),
depending on the number of Creatio users.
Number of users

CPU

RAM

1–300

2 GB

300–500

4 GB

500–1000

6 GB

1000–3000

Intel Xeon E3-1225v5

12 GB

3000–5000

18 GB

5000–7000

26 GB

7000–10000

36 GB

Install and configure Sentinel
Redis Sentinel comes bundled up with the Redis distribution. The installation process is described in the Redis
documentation. We recommend using the latest version of Redis.
Learn more about configuring Sentinel in the Quick tutorial section of the Sentinel documentation.

Configure Creatio to work with Redis Sentinel
Obtain customized libraries and set up ConnectionStrings.config
Contact Creatio support to obtain customized libraries.
Specify the following in the "redis" connection string:
sentinelHosts. The unlimited number of comma-separated addresses and ports of Sentinel instances in the
<address>:<port> format.
masterName. The name of the Redis Master instance.
Connection string example:

<add name="redis" connectionString="sentinelHosts=localhost:26380,localhost:26381,localhost:26382;master
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Web.config
Make sure the appSettings section includes the following parameters:
Feature-UseRetryRedisOperation enables the internal Creatio mechanism that will retry any Redis operations
that ended with errors.
SessionLockTtlSec – the lifespan of the session lock key.
SessionLockTtlProlongationIntervalSec – the period for which the lifespan of the session lock key is prolonged.
These settings must have the following values:

<add key="aspnet:UseLegacyRequestUrlGeneration" value="true" />
<add key="SessionLockTtlSec" value="60" />
<add key="SessionLockTtlProlongationIntervalSec" value="20" />

Please make sure that the redis section includes the following parameters:
enablePerformanceMonitor. Enables the mechanism for monitoring the execution time of Redis operations.
We recommend enabling this mechanism for debugging and troubleshooting. Default value: “Off” (enabling
this mechanism might affect application performance).
executionTimeLoggingThresholdSec. If the execution of a Redis operation exceeds this threshold, it will be
recorded in the log. By default, “5 seconds.”
featureUseCustomRedisTimeouts. Enables the use of timeouts specified in the configuration file. Default value:
“Off.”
clientRetryTimeoutMs. All Redis operations that result in errors will be retried using the same client until they
reach the timeout specified in this parameter. This parameter is used to eliminate errors caused by short
network interruptions. At the same time, getting a new client from the pool is not required. By default, “4000
milliseconds.”
clientSendTimeoutMs. The time allocated for sending requests to the Redis server. By default, “3000
milliseconds.”
clientReceiveTimeoutMs. The time allocated for receiving responses from the Redis server. By default, “3000
milliseconds.”
clientConnectTimeoutMs. The time allocated for establishing a network connection to the Redis server. By
default, “100 milliseconds.”
deactivatedClientsExpirySec. Delay in deleting failed Redis clients after they are removed from the pool. The
“0” value represents immediate removal. By default, “0.”
operationRetryIntervalMs. If the process for retrying a failed operation does not result in successful
execution, it will be postponed for the time period specified here. The operation will be performed with a new
client, which may have already established a connection to the new Master instance. By default, “1000
milliseconds.”
operationRetryCount. The number of repeated attempts to perform an operation with a new Redis client. By
default, “10.”
These settings must have the following values:
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<redis connectionStringName="redis" enablePerformanceMonitor="false" executionTimeLoggingThresholdSec="5

Creatio setup FAQ
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Which Internet Information Services (IIS) components are
required for Creatio?
To ensure the correct operation of Creatio on-site, enable the following components in the Windows [ Programs
and Features ] menu:
1. .NET Framework 3.5:
a. Windows Communication Foundation Non-HTTP Activativation
b. Windows Communication Foundation HTTP Activation
2. .NET Framework 4.7.2
1. ASP.NET 4.7.2
2. For WCF Services:
HTTP Activation
Message Queuing (MSMQ) Activation
Named Pipe Activation
TCP Activation
TCP Port Sharing

Note. Microsoft .Net Framework 4.7 or higher – for version 7.11.1 – 7.13.1, Microsoft .Net
Framework 4.7.2 – for version 7.13.2 or higher;
Additionally, IIS services are key component for operation of websites and web applications deployed on
Windows Server. Enable the following IIS components:
1. On the "Web Management Tools” tab:
a. IIS Management Console
b. IIS Management Script and Tools
c. IIS Management Service
2. On the "World Wide Web Services" tab:
1. For the Application Development Features component:
All ASP.NET elements
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All .NET Extensibility elements
ISAPI extensions;
ISAPI Filters
WebSocket Protocol
For the Common HTTP Features component:
Default Document
HTTP Errors
HTTP Redirection
Static Content
For the "Health and Diagnostics” component:
Custom Logging
HTTP Logging
Logging Tools
Request Monitor
For the "Security” component:
Request filtering
IP and Domain Restriction

How do I switch from HTTP to HTTPS?
The detailed procedure for switching from HTTP to HTTPS is covered in a separate article.

Which account is used when you first log in to the system?
After the successful deployment of Creatio on-site, log in with these credentials: user - Supervisor, password Supervisor.

Does the number of active Creatio users affect the number of
Microsoft SQL Server?
The number Microsoft SQL Server users does not depend on the number Creatio users, though depends on the
number of servers with databases. Please see the System requirements for on-site deployment

Bulk duplicate search
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use bulk duplicate search to deduplicate Creatio section records.

Attention. Set up the global search service in ElasticSearch to ensure correct operation of the bulk
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duplicate search. Learn more in a separate article: Global search.
Basic knowledge of kubernetes or docker-compose and Linux administration is required to set up bulk
duplicate search service.

You can deploy the components of global duplicate search using Kubernetes orchestrator and Helm
package manager or Docker.
Use the requirements calculator to check the server requirements.

Set up the bulk duplicate search service using Kubernetes
To set up the service, download the source files. Download files.
To install the service:
1. Set up the target environment:
a. Kubernetes cluster. Learn more about setting up and managing the cluster in the Kubernetes
documentation.
b. Helm package manager. Learn more about installing the package manager in the Helm documentation.
c. Global search service via Kubernetes. Learn more in a separate article: Global search.
2. Unpack the values-onsite.yaml file from the source file archive and save the file to the same directory as the
archive.
3. Open the file. View the main parameters the file uses in the table below. To optimize the load on Redis and
RabbitMQ, we recommend using the same service instances for both global search and bulk duplicate search.
Bulk duplicate search always uses the same ElasticSearch service as global search.

Note. By default, the Mongodb service is deployed together with the duplicate search service. If you
need to change the Mongodb deployment parameters, unpack the source files from the archive and
change the parameters in the mongodb section of the values-onsite.yaml file.
4. Set up the connection to services you installed previously, for example, when setting up global search, in the
values-onsite.yaml source file.
For Redis:
Set up the connection to the previously installed Redis. To do this, specify the connection parameters in the
global.redis section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

# Multi pods global parameters
global:
# Redis server connection parameters
redis:
host: [host]
port: [port]
database: [database]
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Where
[host] is the address of the Redis server.
[port] is the connection port of the Redis server.
[database] is the name of the Redis database.
For RabbitMQ:
Set up the connection to the previously installed RabbitMQ. To do this, specify the connection parameters
in the global.rabbitmq section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

# Multi pods global parameters
global:
# RabbitMQ connection parameters
rabbitmq:
host: [host]
vhost: [vhost]
port: [port]
user: [user]
password: [password]

Where
[host] is the address of the RabbitMQ service.
[vhost] is the virtual host address of the RabbitMQ service.
[port] is the amqp connection port of RabbitMQ.
[user] is the RabbitMQ user.
[password] is the RabbitMQ user password.
For Mongodb:
Disable the Mongodb installation. To do this, specify enabled: false in the mongodb section of the
values-onsite.yaml file.

mongodb:
enabled: false
Set up the connection to external mongodb. To do this, specify the connection parameters in the
global.mongodb section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

# Multi pods global parameters
global:
# Deduplication database connection parameters
mongodb:
host: [host]
port: [port]
user: [user]
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password: [password]

Where
[host] is the address of the Mongodb service.
[port] is the port to connect to the service.
[user] is the Mongodb user on whose behalf to connect.
[password] is the Mongodb user password.
For ElasticSearch:
Set up the connection to the previously installed ElasticSearch. To do this, specify the connection
parameters in the global.elasticsearch section of the values-onsite.yaml file.

# Multi pods global parameters
global:
# Elastic search connection parameters
elasticsearch:
protocol: [protocol]
host: [host]
port: [port]
path: [path]
user: [user]
password: [password]

Where
[user] is the ElasticSearch user.
[password] is the ElasticSearch user password.
[port] is the port to connect to ElasticSearch.
[path] is the path parameter of the ElasticSearch service (by default, \).
[protocol] is the ElasticSearch connection protocol (by default, http).
[host] is the address of the ElasticSearch service.
5. Run the helm install gs -f values-onsite.yaml deduplication.tgz command. As a result, Helm will install the
bulk duplicate search service and selected dependencies.

Note. By default, Helm deploys services with NodePort type.
The main parameters of the global search service the values.yaml file uses.
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Parameter

Parameter description

duplicatesSearchWorker.maxDuplicatesPerRecord

The maximum allowable number of duplicates for a
single record.

log4Net

Logging settings.

global.elasticsearch

ElasticSearch connection parameters.

global.rabbitmq

RabbitMQ connection settings.

global.mongodb

The connection settings of the duplicate search
service's internal base.

global.db

The connection settings of the global search
service's internal service database.

global.redis

Redis connection settings.

Set up the bulk duplicate search service in Docker
Components of the bulk duplicate search service
Prerequisites:
1. Global search components. View the index in a separate article: Global search.
2. Components of the bulk duplicate search service. View the component index below.
Mongodb. Document-oriented DBMS.
dd-web-api. Web service for communication in Creatio.
dd-data-service. Internal service for communication with mongodb.
dd-duplicates-search-worker. Duplicate search component.
dd-duplicates-deletion-worker. Component for targeted deletion of duplicates.
dd-duplicates-confirmation-worker. Component that groups and filters found duplicates, taking into account their
uniqueness.
dd-duplicates-cleaner. Component that clears duplicates.
dd-deduplication-task-worker. Component that sets the deduplication task.
dd-deduplication-preparation-worker. Component that prepares the deduplication process. Generates duplicate
search queries according to the rules.
dd-deduplication-task-diagnostic-worker. Component that controls the execution of the duplicate search task.
To set up the components, download the source files. Download files.
1. Deploy and set up Creatio global search.
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2. Download and unpack the necessary source files. Copy them to the computer that has docker, dockercompose software installed. Download files.
3. Set up the environment variables.
4. Launch the containers.
5. Verify that containers are running successfully.
6. Verify logging.
7. Enable the bulk duplicate search functionality in Creatio.

Set up the environment variables
The compose/.env file stores the environment variables. Edit this file to set the variables.
Variable name

Details

Default value

ELASTICSEARCH_URI

The IP address of the server

http://user:password@external.elasticsearch-

where you deployed
ElasticSearch as part of

ip:9200/

Creatio global search setup.

Launch the containers
To launch the containers, run the following command:

cd compose # go to the compose directory
docker-compose up -d

Verify that containers ran successfully
To view the list of all running containers, run the following command at the console:

docker ps --filter "label=service=dd" -a --format "table {{.Names}}\t{{.Ports}}\t{{.Status}}\t{{.Running

The running containers have an “Up” status.

Verify logging
By default, logging is performed during the “stdout” container command execution. To view the last 100 records
from the dd-data-service container, run the following command:

docker logs --tail 100 dd-data-service
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Update the bulk duplicate search version
To update the bulk duplicate search version 2.0 to version 3.0, take the following steps.
1. Back up Creatio duplicate data. To do this, run the /api/snapshot/backup/gzip/{indexName} command via the
http://[server IP address]:8086/api swagger web-api. {indexName} is the name (last 64 characters) of the
index in the “Global search url address” (“GlobalSearchUrl” code) system setting.
2. Delete the version 2.0 of docker volumes. To do this, open the docker-compose directory that contains the
version 2.0 files and run the docker-compose down -v command.
3. Install the version 3.0 of the bulk duplicate search service.
4. Upload the duplicate data retrieved on step 1 to the service. To do this, run the /api/snapshot/restore/gzip
command in the new service version via swagger.

Enable the bulk duplicate search functionality in Creatio
Take the following steps in Creatio.
1. Configure the “Deduplication service api address” system setting.
2. Set up the “Duplicates search” operation permissions.
3. Enable the bulk duplicate search functionality in Creatio. Note that this setting is DBMS-specific.
4. Restart the Creatio application.

Configure the “Deduplication service api address” system setting
Go to the [ System settings ] section, open the “Deduplication service api address” (“DeduplicationWebApiUrl”
code) system setting, and specify the URL to dd-web-api. Use a string of the following type:
http://external.deduplication-web-api:8086.

Set up the “Duplicates search” operation permissions
Go to the [ Operation permissions ] section, open the “Duplicates search” (“CanSearchDuplicates” code) system
operation, and, on the [ Operation permission ] detail, grant permissions to the necessary users/roles, who can
search for duplicates.

Enable the bulk duplicate search functionality in Creatio
Toggle the bulk duplicate search (Deduplication, ESDeduplication, BulkESDeduplication) functionality by running an
SQL script. The script depends on the DBMS: Microsoft SQL, Oracle, or PostgreSQL.

For Microsoft SQL DBMS
DECLARE @DeduplicationFeature NVARCHAR(50) = 'Deduplication';

DECLARE @DeduplicationFeatureId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM Feature WHERE Code = @Deduplica

DECLARE @ESDeduplicationFeature NVARCHAR(50) = 'ESDeduplication';
DECLARE @ESDeduplicationFeatureId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = (SELECT TOP 1 Id FROM Feature WHERE Code = @ESDedup
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DECLARE @Bulk_ES_DD_Feature NVARCHAR(50) = 'BulkESDeduplication';
DECLARE @Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = (SELECT TOP 1 Id
FROM Feature WHERE Code =@Bulk_ES_DD_Feature);
DECLARE @allEmployeesId UNIQUEIDENTIFIER = 'A29A3BA5-4B0D-DE11-9A51-005056C00008';
IF (@DeduplicationFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
BEGIN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM AdminUnitFeatureState WHERE FeatureId = @DeduplicationFeatureId)
UPDATE AdminUnitFeatureState SET FeatureState = 1 WHERE FeatureId =@DeduplicationFeatureId
ELSE

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployees
@DeduplicationFeatureId)
END;
ELSE
BEGIN
SET @DeduplicationFeatureId = NEWID()
INSERT INTO Feature (Id, Name, Code) VALUES
(@DeduplicationFeatureId, @DeduplicationFeature, @DeduplicationFeature)

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployees
END;
IF (@ESDeduplicationFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
BEGIN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM AdminUnitFeatureState WHERE FeatureId = @ESDeduplicationFeatureId)
UPDATE AdminUnitFeatureState SET FeatureState = 1 WHERE FeatureId = @ESDeduplicationFeatureId

ELSE
INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployees
END;
ELSE
BEGIN
SET @ESDeduplicationFeatureId = NEWID()

INSERT INTO Feature (Id, Name, Code) VALUES (@ESDeduplicationFeatureId, @ESDeduplicationFeature, @

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesI
END;
IF (@Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId IS NOT NULL)
BEGIN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM AdminUnitFeatureState WHERE FeatureId = @Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId)
UPDATE AdminUnitFeatureState SET FeatureState = 1 WHERE FeatureId =@Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId

ELSE
INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState,FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesI
END;
ELSE
BEGIN
SET @Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId = NEWID()

INSERT INTO Feature (Id, Name, Code) VALUES (@Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId, @Bulk_ES_DD_Feature, @Bulk_ES_

INSERT INTO AdminUnitFeatureState (SysAdminUnitId, FeatureState, FeatureId) VALUES (@allEmployeesI
END;
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For Oracle DBMS
CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION
generate_uuid return varchar2 is
v_uuid varchar2(38);
v_guid varchar2(32);
BEGIN
v_guid := sys_guid();
v_uuid := lower(
'{' ||
substr(v_guid, 1,8) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 9,4) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 13,4) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 17,4) || '-' ||
substr(v_guid, 21) ||
'}'
);
RETURN v_uuid;
END;
/
DECLARE
DeduplicationFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'Deduplication';
DeduplicationFeatureId VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
DeduplicationFeatureId_GUID VARCHAR(38) := generate_uuid();
ESDeduplicationFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'ESDeduplication';
ESDeduplicationFeatureId VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
ESDeduplicationFeatureId_GUID VARCHAR(38) := generate_uuid();
BulkESDeduplicationFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'BulkESDeduplication';
BulkESDeduplicationFeatureId VARCHAR(38) := NULL;
Bulk_ES_DD_GUID VARCHAR(38) := generate_uuid();
allEmployeesId VARCHAR(38) := '{7F3B869F-34F3-4F20-AB4D-7480A5FDF647}';
State_Deduplication VARCHAR(1) := NULL;
State_ESDeduplication VARCHAR(1) := NULL;
State_BulkESDeduplication VARCHAR(1) := NULL;
BEGIN

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO DeduplicationFeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" = DeduplicationFeature AN

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO ESDeduplicationFeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" = ESDeduplicationFeatur

SELECT MAX("Id") INTO BulkESDeduplicationFeatureId FROM "Feature" WHERE "Code" = BulkESDeduplicati
SELECT MAX("FeatureState") INTO State_Deduplication FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId"

SELECT MAX("FeatureState") INTO State_ESDeduplication FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureI

SELECT MAX("FeatureState") INTO State_BulkESDeduplication FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "Feat
IF (DeduplicationFeatureId IS NULL) THEN

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (DeduplicationFeatureId_GUID, DeduplicationFe

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEm
ELSE
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IF (State_Deduplication IS NOT NULL) THEN

UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = DeduplicationFeatureId;

ELSE
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEm
END IF;
END IF;

IF (ESDeduplicationFeatureId IS NULL) THEN
INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (ESDeduplicationFeatureId_GUID, ESDeduplicati

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEm
ELSE
IF (State_ESDeduplication IS NOT NULL) THEN

UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = ESDeduplicationFeatureI
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEm
END IF;
END IF;
IF (BulkESDeduplicationFeatureId IS NULL) THEN
INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES(Bulk_ES_DD_GUID, BulkESDeduplicationFeature,

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEm
ELSE

IF (State_BulkESDeduplication IS NOT NULL) THEN
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = BulkESDeduplicationFeat

ELSE
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEm
END IF;
END IF;
END;

For PostgreSQL DBMS
DO $$
DECLARE
DeduplicationFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'Deduplication';
DeduplicationFeatureId uuid;
ESDeduplicationFeature VARCHAR(50) := 'ESDeduplication';
ESDeduplicationFeatureId uuid;
Bulk_ES_DD_Feature VARCHAR(50) := 'BulkESDeduplication';
Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId uuid;
allEmployeesId uuid := 'A29A3BA5-4B0D-DE11-9A51-005056C00008';
BEGIN
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SELECT "Id" INTO DeduplicationFeatureId FROM "Feature"
WHERE "Code" = DeduplicationFeature
LIMIT 1;
IF (DeduplicationFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
THEN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" = DeduplicationFeatureId) THEN
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = DeduplicationFeatureId;
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
END IF;
ELSE
DeduplicationFeatureId := uuid_generate_v4();

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (DeduplicationFeatureId, DeduplicationFeature, Ded
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEmploye
END IF;
SELECT "Id" INTO ESDeduplicationFeatureId FROM "Feature"
WHERE "Code" = ESDeduplicationFeature
LIMIT 1;
IF (ESDeduplicationFeatureId IS NOT NULL)
THEN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" = ESDeduplicationFeatureId) THEN
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = ESDeduplicationFeatureId;

ELSE
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
END IF;
ELSE
ESDeduplicationFeatureId := uuid_generate_v4();

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (ESDeduplicationFeatureId, ESDeduplicationFeature,

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEmploye
END IF;
SELECT "Id" INTO Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId FROM "Feature"
WHERE "Code" = Bulk_ES_DD_Feature
LIMIT 1;
IF (Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId IS NOT NULL)
THEN
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM "AdminUnitFeatureState" WHERE "FeatureId" = Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId) THEN
UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState" SET "FeatureState" = 1 WHERE "FeatureId" = Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId;
ELSE

INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEmplo
END IF;
ELSE
Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId := uuid_generate_v4();

INSERT INTO "Feature" ("Id", "Name", "Code") VALUES (Bulk_ES_DD_FeatureId, Bulk_ES_DD_Feature, Bulk_ES
INSERT INTO "AdminUnitFeatureState" ("SysAdminUnitId", "FeatureState", "FeatureId") VALUES (allEmploye
END IF;
END $$;
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Restart the Creatio application
Clear redis, restart the Creatio application and log in.

Recommended operations for the service functioning
We recommend performing mongodb backup once a day to support the functionality of the service and enable
restoring of data, e. g., in case of electricity breakdowns.

Deploy PostgreSQL database (Linux)
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use one of two database configurations to deploy Creatio:
Use a remote DBMS (recommended)
Use a local PostgreSQL server.
If you already have a PostgreSQL server running on the intended machine, skip to step II.
If you have set up sysadmin (with privileges to log in, create and modify databases) and public (unprivileged) user
roles, skip to step III.

I. Install PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL is unavailable in most standard repositories. To install PostgreSQL on Linux:
1. Log in as root:

sudo su
2. Add the PostgreSQL repository:

echo -e "deb http://apt.postgresql.org/pub/repos/apt/ $(lsb_release -sc)-pgdg main" > /etc/apt/source
3. Import the signing key of the PostgreSQL repository:

wget --quiet -O - https://www.postgresql.org/media/keys/ACCC4CF8.asc | apt-key add 4. Update the package lists:
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apt-get update
5. Install PostgreSQL:

apt-get install -y postgresql-12
6. Log out from your root session:

exit

Note. Please refer to the PostgreSQL documenation for details on PostgreSQL clustering.

II. Create PostgreSQL user
A fresh installation of PostgreSQL is not ready for deploying Creatio immediately. If you plan to use a fresh
installation of PostgreSQL, you need to create a user that can log in to the database using a password and has
sufficient privileges to create and update a database. By default, no such user will be available.
We recommend to create two database users in PostgreSQL:
A user with the “sysadmin” role, who has maximum access privileges on the database server level. This user
will restore the Creatio database from a backup file and assign access permissions.
A user with the “public” role, whose permissions are limited. You will need this user to set up a secure
connection to the restored Creatio database using PostgreSQL authentication.
If your PostgreSQL instance already has sysadmin (privileged) and public (unprivileged) user roles, skip this step.
To create PostgreSQL users:
1. Log in as postgres:

sudo su - postgres
2. Open PostgreSQL shell:

psql
3. Create a sysadmin user:

CREATE USER pg_sysadmin;

pg_sysadmin – user who will be granted sysadmin privileges. This user will restore the Creatio database from
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a backup file and assign access permissions
4. Make pg_sysadmin a system administrator:

ALTER ROLE pg_sysadmin WITH SUPERUSER;
5. Allow pg_sysadmin to log in:

ALTER ROLE pg_sysadmin WITH LOGIN;
6. Set a password for pg_sysadmin:

ALTER ROLE pg_sysadmin WITH PASSWORD 'pg_syspassword';

pg_password – sysadmin user password for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
7. Create a public user:

CREATE USER pg_user;

pg_user – public user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. You will need this user to set up a connection
to the restored Creatio database.
8. Allow pg_user to log in:

ALTER ROLE pg_user WITH LOGIN;
9. Set a password for pg_user:

ALTER ROLE pg_user WITH PASSWORD 'pg_password';

pg_password – public user password for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
10.Exit the PostgreSQL shell:

\q
11.Log out from your postgres session:

exit
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III. Restore PostgreSQL database
To restore a PostgreSQL database from a backup file, you will need psql and pg_restore utilities. Both are part
of the postgresql-client-common package.
If you install postgresql-12 locally using apt-get, APT will install postgresql-client-common as a dependency
for postgresql-12.
If you plan to use a remote PostgreSQL database without installing the PostgreSQL DBMS on your server, install
the postgresql-client-common package manually by running:

sudo apt-get install postgresql-client-common

To restore the Creatio database from a backup file:
1. Enter DB connection password in the environment variable:

export PGPASSWORD=pg_syspassword

pg_syspassword – pg_sysadmin user password for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
2. Create a database where the backup data will be restored:

psql --host=pg_server_address --port=pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname -c "CRE

pg_server_address – PostgreSQL server address
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port
pg_sysadmin – sysadmin user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server
pg_dbname – name of the PostgreSQL DB where the instructions will be executed

Note. If you have not created any databases yet or an attempt to connect to a database triggers the
“FATAL: database "pg_dbname" does not exist” error, use the default database “template1”.

pg_dbname_creatio – name of the PostgreSQL DB which will host Creatio tables
pg_user – the "public" user who will be granted permission to use and update the Creatio database
3. If you are using AWS RDS:
a. Download the ChangeTypesOwner.sql script.
b. In the script, replace the “postgres” value with a valid Postgres username.
c. Run the updated ChangeTypesOwner.sql script.
4. Navigate to the application directory:
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cd /path/to/application/directory/

/path/to/application/directory/ – the directory with Creatio setup files.
5. Navigate to the database directory:

cd db
6. Restore the database from the backup file:

pg_restore --host pg_server_ip --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname_creati

pg_server_address – PostgreSQL server address
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port
pg_sysadmin – sysadmin user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server
pg_dbname_creatio – name of the PostgreSQL DB to insert backup tables. Use the name you specified in
the "CREATE DATABASE" command on step 2.
7. Download the CreateTypeCastsPostgreSql.sql file.
8. Execute type conversion:

psql --host=pg_server_address --port=pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname_creatio

pg_server_ip – PostgreSQL server address
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port
pg_sysadmin – sysadmin user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server
pg_dbname_creatio – name of the PostgreSQL DB where the instructions will be executed
/path/to/CreateTypeCastsPostgreSql.sql – path to the CreateTypeCastsPostgreSql.sql file.

IV. Change the database owner (optional)
Creatio lets you replace the owner of the database and its objects to a non-administrator user (not a superuser)
during the restoration. Use the ChangeDbObjectsOwner script for that. For Postgres version 10 and
earlier: Download the script. For Postgres version 11 and later: Download the script.
To restore the database on behalf of a non-administrator user:
1. Replace the database owner:

psql --host pg_server_address --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname –-comma
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pg_server_address – PostgreSQL server address
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port
pg_sysadmin – sysadmin user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server This user must be an administrator
(superuser) or have the “ALTER DATABASE” privileges.
pg_user – the placeholder to replace with the actual username of the new database owner. You will need this
user to set up a connection to the Creatio database.
pg_dbname_creatio – the name of the database whose owner is being changed.
2. Replace the owner of the database objects:

psql --host pg_server_address --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname_creatio

pg_server_address – PostgreSQL server address
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port
pg_sysadmin – sysadmin user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server This user must be an administrator
(superuser) or the Creatio database owner.
pg_user – the placeholder to replace with the actual username of the new database owner. You will need this
user to set up a connection to the Creatio database.
pg_dbname_creatio – the name of the database whose owner is being changed.
/path/toChangeDbObjectsOwner.sql – the path to the previously saved toChangeDbObjectsOwner.sql file.
You can ignore this step. In that case, the user who ran the pg_restore command will remain the owner of the
database and its objects. Normally, this is the postgres user.

Modify ConnectionStrings.config for Oracle
Database
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The ConnectionStrings.config file in the Creatio root directory stores the connection parameters of the database
and external services for your application.

Set up ConnectionStrings.config
1. Go to the root directory of the Creatio application ~\WebAppRoot\Creatio.
2. Open the ConnectionStrings.config file in a text editor.
3. Specify the connection parameters (connectionStrings).
A sample ConnectionStrings.config file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<connectionStrings>
<add name="db" connectionString="Data Source=(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST = (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = [ Database server name ])(PORT = 1521))) (CONNECT_DA
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<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Machine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ];port=6379;
maxReadPoolSize=10;maxWritePoolSize=500" />
<add name="defRepositoryUri" connectionString="" />
<add name="defWorkingCopyPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%WORKSPACE%" />
<add name="defPackagesWorkingCopyPath"
connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%WORKSPACE%\TerrasoftPackages" />
<add name="clientUnitContentPath"
connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%WORKSPACE%\ClientUnitSrc" />
<add name="sourceControlAuthPath"
connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%WORKSPACE%\Svn" />
</connectionStrings>

Required ConnectionStrings.config settings
Creatio requires the database and caching server connection parameters for operation.
name="db" manages the connection to the restored database, where:
[ Database server name ] is the network address of the database server.
[ Oracle service name ] is the service name.
[ Schema name ] is the schema name of the restored database.
[ Schema password ] is the schema password of the restored database.

<add name="db" connectionString="Data Source=(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST = (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = [ Database server name ])(PORT = 1521))) (CONNECT
name="redis" manages the interaction with the Redis server.

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Machine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ];port=6379;
maxReadPoolSize=10;maxWritePoolSize=500" />

Optional ConnectionStrings.config settings
The external service connection parameters are optional. Fill them out only if your Creatio configuration requires
it. For example, do that if you want to integrate the version control system.
tempDirectoryPath is the path to the temporary directory the package installation mechanism requires:

<add name="tempDirectoryPath" connectionString=[ Path to the temporary directory the package installa
defPackagesWorkingCopyPath is the path to the working copy of Creatio custom packages. Fill out this
parameter only if you use the SVN version control system. The working copy contains custom packages
arranged as directories and files. The built-in Creatio SVN client synchronizes the working copy with the
repository of the SVN version control system. Set up this parameter when integrating the version control
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system. Creatio will use it only in the default development mode; i. e., if the file system development mode is
disabled. The default value is a temporary directory, which the operating system may clear. We recommend
specifying a custom directory. If you specify an existing Creatio directory, for example,
.\Terrasoft.WebApp\Terrasoft.Configuration\Pkg, that may cause compilation errors.

<add name="defPackagesWorkingCopyPath" connectionString=[ Path to the working copy of custom packages
sourceControlAuthPath is the path to the authorization data of the built-in client of the SVN version control
system (if used): The default value is a temporary directory, which the operating system may clear. If you use
a version control system, we recommend specifying the path to a permanent directory in this parameter.

<add name="sourceControlAuthPath" connectionString=[ Path to the authorization data of the version st

Deploy the Creatio .NET Core application
server on Linux
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Before you deploy the server, take the following steps:
Prepare the Creatio setup files. Read more >>>
Deploy the database server. Read more >>>
Deploy the Creatio caching server (Redis). Read more >>>
Modify the ConnectionStrings.config file. Read more >>>

Note. Learn more about running a PostgreSQL server in Docker in the Docker documentation.

Method 1. Deploy Creatio .NET Core on Linux directly
To deploy the Creatio application server:
Install .NET Core, a GDI+ compatible API for non-Windows operating systems, and development libraries and
header files for GNU C. Read more >>>
Run the Creatio application server. Read more >>>

Install .NET Core and other Creaito dependencies
1. Download the packages-microsoft-prod package:

wget -q https://packages.microsoft.com/config/ubuntu/18.04/packages-microsoft-prod.deb -O packages-mi
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2. Log in as root:

sudo su
3. Install the downloaded package:

dpkg -i packages-microsoft-prod.deb
4. Update the package lists:

apt-get update
5. Install the APT transport for downloading via the HTTP Secure protocol:

apt-get install apt-transport-https
6. Update the package lists:

apt-get update
7. Install .NET Core:

apt-get install dotnet-sdk-3.1
8. Install a GDI+ compatible API for non-Windows operating systems:

apt-get install -y libgdiplus
9. Install development libraries and header files for GNU C:

apt-get install -y libc6-dev
10.Log out from your root session:

exit

Run the Creatio application server
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Note. If you are deploying the .NET Core development environment with access via HTTP, modify the
Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file in the Creatio root directory before you run Creatio. Set the “add key”
parameter to the following:

<add key="CookiesSameSiteMode" value="Lax" />

This ensures correct operation both via HTTP and HTTPS. However, the mobile app will not be operational if
you use this setting.

To run Creatio:
1. Open the directory that contains Creatio setup files:

cd /path/to/application/directory/
2. Run the .NET Core server:

COMPlus_ThreadPool_ForceMinWorkerThreads=100 dotnet Terrasoft.WebHost.dll

Creatio HTTP version will be available on port 5000.
Creatio HTTPS version will be available on port 5002.

Note. To log in to newly deployed Creatio, use the default Supervisor user account. It is highly
recommended to change the Supervisor password immediately. Login: Supervisor; password: Supervisor.

Method 2. Deploy Creatio .NET Core on Linux using Docker
Use this deployment method to run a compartmentalized Creatio application. We assume that you have installed
the Redis sever, deployed the Creatio database, and set up the ConnectionStrings.config file using the
instructions in the previous steps.
To deploy Creatio application server using Docker:
Make Redis accessible from the Docker container. Read more >>>
Install Docker. Read more >>>
Create a Dockerfile. Read more >>>
Build and run a Docker image. Read more >>>

Attention. We recommend deploying Creatio using Docker for development and testing environments
only. Avoid using Docker for the production environment before we implement support for Creatio updates
in Docker (planned for upcoming releases).
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Configure the Creatio caching server (Redis)
1. Open redis.conf in a text editor as root. For example, use the Nano text editor:

sudo nano /etc/redis/redis.conf
2. Locate the “bind 127.0.0.1 ::1” entry. Replace the entry with “bind 0.0.0.0” to listen to all available IPV4
interfaces.
3. Save changes and exit the editor.
4. Restart the Redis server:

sudo systemctl restart redis-server

Install Docker
To install Docker, run:

sudo apt-get install docker

Create a Dockerfile
/path/to/application/directory/ is the directory that contains unpacked Creatio installation files.
1. Open the Creatio directory:

cd /path/to/application/directory/
2. Create a Dockerfile using a text editor. For example, use the Nano text editor:

nano Dockerfile
3. Insert the following code:

FROM mcr.microsoft.com/dotnet/core/sdk:3.1 AS base
EXPOSE 5000 5002
RUN apt-get update && \
apt-get -y --no-install-recommends install \
libgdiplus \
libc6-dev && \
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apt-get clean all && \
rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/* /var/cache/apt/*
WORKDIR /app
COPY . ./
FROM base AS final
WORKDIR /app
ENV ASPNETCORE_ENVIRONMENT Development
ENV TZ US/Eastern
ENV COMPlus_ThreadPool_ForceMinWorkerThreads 100
ENTRYPOINT ["dotnet", "Terrasoft.WebHost.dll"]
4. Press Ctrl+O to save the changes.
5. Press Ctrl+X to exit the editor.

Build and run a Docker image
Note. If you are deploying the .NET Core development environment with access via HTTP, modify the
Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file in the Creatio root directory before you run the Docker image. Set the
“add key” parameter to the following:

<add key="CookiesSameSiteMode" value="Lax" />
This ensures correct operation both via HTTP and HTTPS. However, the mobile app will not be operational if
you use this setting.

Build a Docker image:

docker build -f Dockerfile -t creatioimg .

Run the docker image:

docker run -p http_port_number:5000 -p https_port_number:5002

-d --dns=DNS_server_ip --dns-search=DNS_a

http_port_number is a port number. Docker will serve the HTTP version on this port
https_port_number is a port number. Docker will serve the HTTPS version on this port
DNS_server_ip is the IP address of a DNS server that enables the container to resolve Internet domains. You
can use multiple --dns flags for multiple DNS servers.
DNS_address_suffix is a DNS search domain that enables the container to search for non-fully-qualified
hostnames. You can use multiple --dns-search flags for multiple DNS search domains.
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Note. Add the --restart=always flag to the command make a persistent Docker container.

Creatio HTTP version will be available on port http_port_number.
Creatio HTTPS version will be available on port https_port_number.

Note. To log in to a newly deployed application, use the default Supervisor user account. It is highly
recommended to change the Supervisor password immediately. Login: Supervisor; password: Supervisor.

Configure Creatio .NET Core for HTTPS
Before you start working in Creatio via HTTPS, take the following steps:
1. Obtain a *.pfx digital certificate from the certification center.
Note. If you use a self-signed certificate, Creatio mobile application cannot connect to the Creatio
website due to security policies of mobile applications.
2. Go to Creatio root directory and open appsettings.json.
3. Specify your website address, path to the certificate, and certificate password in the “Https” block.
Example of the “Https” block in appsettings.json

"Https": {
"Url": "https://::5002",
"Certificate": {
"Path": "C:\\Projects\\site\\20210215_103239\\localhost.pfx",
"Password": "Password"
}
}

Note. You can specify both relative and absolute path to the certificate. The absolute path must be JSON
compatible.

Set up landing page integration
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This functionality is available in all configurations containing the Landing pages and web forms section.
Customers who have their Creatio application deployed on-site may need to perform additional setup to have the
HTML code displayed correctly on the landing page. It is required when according to URL safety rules the URL
displayed in the user's browser must be different from the one used for external access to Creatio. For example,
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when the URL gets blocked by the firewall.
To set up landing pages:
1. Go to System Designer → [ System settings ].
2. Open the “Landing pages data collection service URL” system setting in the [ Landing pages section
settings ] folder.
3. In the [ Default value ] field, enter the external URL of your Creatio application, for example, http://creatiomarketing.mydomain.com, and save your settings.
As a result, the HTML code embedded in your landing page will use the correct URL to call the web service for
creating a new lead in Creatio, for example:

serviceUrl: "http://mysite.creatio-marketing/ServiceModel/GeneratedWebFormService.svc/SaveWebFormLeadDat

If you use a secure connection protocol, enter the URL and specify https:// in it. The web service call address,
in this case, will be as follows:

serviceUrl: "https://mysite.creatio-marketing/ServiceModel/GeneratedWebFormService.svc/SaveWebFormLeadDa

Note. By default, this setting is not configured and the application URL is generated automatically.

Redis Cluster
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The Redis Cluster mechanism provides fault tolerance for Creatio Redis repositories.

Attention. Redis Cluster is available for Creatio version 7.18.0 and later.

Redis Cluster's fault tolerance
Redis Cluster technology will function even if most Redis instances fail. This is achieved thanks to the following
features:
Data replication. Redis Cluster uses asynchronous data replication that does not merge the values. Due to
asynchronous replication, the Redis Cluster system may be unable to save all data in case of failure.
Monitoring. Redis Cluster uses the TCP bus to connect cluster nodes. Every node is directly connected to
the other cluster nodes via the cluster bus. The nodes use a gossip protocol to disseminate the information
about changes to the cluster, for example, detecting new instances, checking the connection to existing
nodes, sending other cluster messages. Redis Cluster also uses the bus to send out Pub/Sub messages to
the cluster and handle failures upon user request manually. Monitor the fault tolerance of the configuration
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regularly and use test failures to confirm the tolerance through test failures further.
Failover. Redis Cluster can function when some master instances do not work as expected provided that
every unavailable master instance has at least one slave instance. Thanks to replica migration, master
instances that are no longer replicated by a slave instance will receive a new slave instance from a master
instance serviced by several slave instances. Creatio applications that use Redis will reconfigure the
connection according to the Redis Cluster status. To ensure fault tolerance, use at least six Redis instances
running on separate computers or virtual machines.
Scalability. Redis Cluster technology lets you add and delete nodes while the cluster is in operation. You can
scale Redis Cluster up to 1000 instances thanks to automatic data sharding.

Redis Cluster system requirements
Deploy Redis Cluster on Linux with Redis Server 4.0 or later.
Since Redis is a single-threaded application and uses a single processor core, use a node (a computer or virtual
machine) with at least a dual-core processor to deploy a single Redis instance. To ensure the maximum fault
tolerance, use a physical machine for each Redis instance so that every master-slave instance is physically
separated. Use the requirements calculator to check the server requirements.

Install and configure Redis Cluster
Minimal fault-tolerant Redis Cluster configuration
A configuration with at least six Redis instances is recommended. Learn more about the configuration in the
“Creating and using a Redis Cluster” section of the Redis Cluster documentation. This configuration is based on
six nodes (physical or virtual machines), each with a running Redis instance (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 A six-node Redis Cluster configuration
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Slave instances are read-only under normal conditions. Their data is asynchronously replicated from the master
instances. Redis Cluster can both read from and write to master instances. Should a node receive a command
with a key that belongs to a different node, the node that received the command will return the information about
the node that has to run the operation.
Should a master Redis instance become unavailable, Redis Cluster will initiate failover. During the failover, Redis
Cluster promotes one of the Redis slave instances to master. Creatio will use it instead of the previous master
instance.

Attention. There is a risk of losing records with any configuration that replicates data asynchronously.
This is because Redis Claster may have insufficient time to write data to a newly-promoted slave instance.
The automatic reconfiguration that assigns a new master instance may take up to 15 seconds.

Install Redis Cluster
Redis Cluster is bundled with the Redis distribution. The latest Redis version is recommended.
Learn more about the installation process in the Redis documentation. There is a Redis Cluster configuration
setup example in the “Creating and using a Redis Cluster” section.
To monitor the cluster status, run the following checks when connecting to one of the nodes:
View the cluster configuration with the cluster nodes command.
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Test the general cluster health with redis-cli: redis-cli --cluster check ClusterIP where “ClusterIP” is
the IP address of the node.

Configure Creatio to work with Redis Cluster
1. Specify the Redis Cluster node IPs in the ConnectionStrings.config file:

<add name="redis" connectionString="clusterHosts=ClusterIP1,ClusterIP2,ClusterIP3,ClusterIP4,ClusterI

where ClusterIP1–ClusterIPn are the IP addresses of the cluster nodes.
2. Make sure that the Feature-UseRetryRedisOperation functionality is enabled in Creatio. This feature runs an
internal Creatio mechanism that will retry any Redis operations that ended with errors. Check this:
a. in the web.config file in Creatio root directory for Creatio on Net Framework (Windows)
b. in the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file for Creatio on .NET Core (Linux)

<add key="Feature-UseRetryRedisOperation" value="true" />

3. Make sure that the redis section of the web.config (Net Framework) or Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config (.NET
Core) file uses the recommended parameters:
enablePerformanceMonitor – toggles the execution time monitoring of Redis operations. We
recommend enabling this feature when debugging and troubleshooting. It is disabled by default as it may
affect Creatio performance.
executionTimeLoggingThresholdSec – Creatio will log Redis operations that took longer than the
specified time. By default, “5 seconds”.
clientConnectTimeoutMs – the time allocated for establishing a network connection to the Redis server.
By default, “5000 milliseconds”.
clientSyncTimeoutMs – the time allocated for executing synchronous Redis operations. By default,
“5000 milliseconds”.
clientAsyncTimeoutMs – the time allocated for executing asynchronous Redis operations. By default,
“5000 milliseconds”.
operationRetryIntervalMs – if the internal retry process for failed operations is unsuccessful, Creatio will
postpone the operation for the specified time period. After that, Creatio will run the operation with a new
client which may have already established a connection to the new master instance. By default, “5000
milliseconds”.
operationRetryCount – the number of repeated attempts to run an operation with a new Redis client. By
default, “25”.
These settings must have the following values:

<redis connectionStringName="redis" enablePerformanceMonitor="false" executionTimeLoggingThresholdSec
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Deploy PostgreSQL database (Windows)
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use one of two database configurations to deploy Creatio:
Use a remote DBMS (recommended)
Use a local PostgreSQL server.
If you already have a PostgreSQL server set up, skip to step II.
If you have already set up sysadmin (with privileges to log in, create and modify databases) and public
(unprivileged) user roles, skip to step III.

I. Install PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL setup files are available for download at postgresql.org.

Note. High-availability PostgreSQL configurations have not been tested with Creatio. Please refer to the
PostgreSQL documentation for details on PostgreSQL clustering.

II. Create PostgreSQL user
A fresh installation of PostgreSQL Server is not ready for deploying Creatio immediately. If you plan to use a fresh
installation of PostgreSQL Server, you need to create a user that can log in to the database using a password
and has sufficient privileges to create and update a database. By default, no such user will be available.
We recommend to create two database users in PostgreSQL:
A user with the “sysadmin” role who has maximum access privileges on the database server level. This user
will restore the Creatio database from a backup file and assign access permissions. These instructions use
pg_sysadmin as a placeholder username, but you can set the username to any value.
A user with the “public” role whose permissions are limited. You will need this user to set up a secure
connection to the restored Creatio database using PostgreSQL authentication. These instructions use
pg_user as a placeholder username, but you can set the username to any value.
To create the two PostgreSQL users:
1. Open the Command Prompt.
2. Navigate to the PostgreSQL software install folder:

cd /D "\\path\to\PostgreSQL\folder"

\\path\to\PostgreSQL\folder – the path to the PostgreSQL software install folder.
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3. Navigate to the folder with the Command Line Tools component:

cd bin
4. Enter the DB connection password in the environment variable.

set PGPASSWORD=pg_password

pg_password – password of the postgres user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
5. Run PostgreSQL shell as postgres:

psql.exe --username postgres
6. Create a sysadmin user, e. g. pg_sysadmin:

CREATE USER pg_sysadmin;

pg_sysadmin – placeholder name for a sysadmin user. The sysadmin will restore the Creatio database
from a backup file and assign access permissions.
7. Make pg_sysadmin a system administrator:

ALTER ROLE pg_sysadmin WITH SUPERUSER;
8. Allow pg_sysadmin to log in:

ALTER ROLE pg_sysadmin WITH LOGIN;
9. Set a password for pg_sysadmin:

ALTER ROLE pg_sysadmin WITH PASSWORD 'pg_syspassword';

pg_syspassword – sysadmin user password for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
10.Create a public user, e. g. pg_user:

CREATE USER pg_user;
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pg_user – placeholder name for a public user. This user will set up a connection to the restored Creatio
database.
11.Allow pg_user to log in:

ALTER ROLE pg_user WITH LOGIN;
12.Set a password for pg_user:

ALTER ROLE pg_user WITH PASSWORD 'pg_password';

pg_password – public user password for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
13.Exit the PostgreSQL shell:

\q

III. Restore PostgreSQL database
To restore a PostgreSQL database from a backup file, you will need psql.exe and pg_restore.exe utilities. Both
are part of the Command Line Tools PostgreSQL component that comes with the PostgreSQL Server. They are
located in the PostgreSQL software install folder.
If you plan to use a remote PostgreSQL database without installing the PostgreSQL Server on your machine, take
the following steps:
1. Get a PostgreSQL binary package. Binary packages are available for download at postgresql.org.
2. Select the Command Line Tools component during installation. Selecting the other components is optional.
To restore the Creatio database from a backup file:
1. Open Command Prompt.
2. Navigate to the PostgreSQL software install folder:

cd /D "\\path\to\PostgreSQL\folder"

\\path\to\PostgreSQL\folder – the path to the PostgreSQL software install folder.
3. Navigate to the folder with executables:

cd bin
4. Enter the DB connection password in the environment variable:
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set PGPASSWORD=pg_syspassword

pg_syspassword – sysadmin user password for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
5. Create a database where the backup data will be restored.
For Creatio version 7.16.3 or higher:

psql.exe --host pg_server_ip --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin -–command "CREATE DATABASE

pg_server_ip – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
pg_sysadmin – user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. The user must have either superuser
(administrator) privileges or “CREATE DATABASE” privileges.
pg_user – the application will use this user's credentials to connect to the database. You can specify any
user when creating the database. To change the user data, follow step 10 of this instruction.
For Creatio version 7.16.0 – 7.16.2:

psql.exe --host pg_server_address --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin -–command "CREATE DATA

pg_server_address – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
pg_sysadmin – user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. The user must have either superuser
(administrator) privileges or “CREATE DATABASE” privileges.
pg_user – the “public” user who will be granted permission to use and update the Creatio database
6. If you are using AWS RDS:
a. Download the ChangeTypesOwner.sql script.
b. In the script, replace the “postgres” value with a valid Postgres username.
c. Run the updated ChangeTypesOwner.sql script.
7. Restore the Creatio database from the backup file:
For Creatio version 7.16.3 or higher:

pg_restore --host pg_server_ip --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname_creati

pg_server_ip – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
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pg_sysadmin – user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. The user must have either superuser
(administrator) privileges or sufficient access permissions to run the pg_restore utility.
pg_dbname_creatio – name of the PostgreSQL DB to insert backup tables.
For Creatio version 7.16.0 – 7.16.2:

pg_restore.exe --host pg_server_address --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbna

pg_server_address – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
pg_sysadmin – user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. The user must have either superuser
(administrator) privileges or sufficient access permissions to run the pg_restore utility.
pg_dbname_creatio – name of the PostgreSQL DB to insert backup tables.
8. Download the CreateTypeCastsPostgreSql.sql file.
9. Execute type conversion:

psql.exe --host pg_server_ip --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname_creatio

pg_server_ip – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
pg_sysadmin – user with administrator privileges for connecting to the PostgreSQL server.
pg_dbname_creatio – name of the PostgreSQL DB where the instructions will be executed.
\\path\to\CreateTypeCastsPostgreSql.sql – path to the downloaded CreateTypeCastsPostgreSql.sql
file.
10.Creatio version 7.16.3 supports changing the owner of the database and database objects to a nonadministrator user (i. e. not a superuser). To do this, use the ChangeDbObjectsOwner script. Download the
script.
To restore the database from a backup as a regular user:
a. Change the owner of the database:

psql.exe --host pg_server_ip --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname –-com

pg_server_ip – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
pg_sysadmin – user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. The user must have either administrator
(superuser) privileges or “CREATE DATABASE” privileges.
pg_user – new database owner.
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pg_dbname_creatio – the name of the database whose owner is changed.
g. Change the owner of the database objects:

psql.exe --host pg_server_ip --port pg_server_port --username=pg_sysadmin --dbname=pg_dbname_creat

pg_server_ip – PostgreSQL server address.
pg_server_port – PostgreSQL server port.
pg_sysadmin – user for connecting to the PostgreSQL server. The user must have either administrator
(superuser) privileges or “CREATE DATABASE” privileges.
pg_user – new database owner.
pg_dbname_creatio – the name of the database whose owner is changed.
\\path\to\ChangeDbObjectsOwner.sql – path to the downloaded ChangeDbObjectsOwner.sql file.
Skip this step to leave the default owner of the database and database objects, which is the user who runs the
pg_restore utility (usually postgres)

Modify ConnectionStrings.config for
PostgreSQL
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The ConnectionStrings.config file in the Creatio root directory stores the connection parameters of the database
and external services for your application.

Set up ConnectionStrings.config
1. Go to the root directory of the Creatio application ~\WebAppRoot\Creatio.
2. Open the ConnectionStrings.config file in a text editor.
3. Specify the connection parameters (connectionStrings).
A sample ConnectionStrings.config file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<connectionStrings>

<add name="db" connectionString="Server=[ Database server name ];Port=[ Database server port ];Database=

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Machine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ];port=6379;maxReadPoolSi
<add name="redisSentinel" connectionString="sentinelHosts=localhost:26380,localhost:26381,localhost:2638

<add name="defPackagesWorkingCopyPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%APPPOOLIDENTITY%\%WORKSPA
<add name="tempDirectoryPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%APPPOOLIDENTITY%\%WORKSPACE%\" />

<add name="sourceControlAuthPath" connectionString="%TEMP%\%APPLICATION%\%APPPOOLIDENTITY%\%WORKSPACE%\S
<add name="elasticsearchCredentials" connectionString="User=[ ElasticSearch username ]; Password=
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<add name="influx" connectionString="url=http://10.0.7.161:30359; user=; password=; batchIntervalMs=5000
</connectionStrings>

Required ConnectionStrings.config settings
Creatio requires the database and caching server connection parameters for operation.
1. For the restored database (name="db").

<add name="db" connectionString="Server=[ Database server name ];Port=[ Database server port ]
2. For Redis Server (name="redis"):

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=[ Nachine name ];db=[ Redis DB number ];port=6379;maxReadPoo

Optional ConnectionStrings.config settings
The external service connection parameters are optional. Fill them out only if your Creatio configuration requires
it. For example, do that if you want to integrate the version control system.
tempDirectoryPath is the path to the temporary directory the package installation mechanism requires:

<add name="tempDirectoryPath" connectionString=[ Path to the temporary directory the package installa
defPackagesWorkingCopyPath is the path to the working copy of Creatio custom packages. Fill out this
parameter only if you use the SVN version control system. The working copy contains custom packages
organized as directories and files. The built-in Creatio SVN client synchronizes the working copy with the
repository of the SVN version control system. Set up this parameter when integrating the version control
system. Creatio will use it only in the default development mode; i. e., if the file system development mode is
disabled. The default value is a temporary directory, which the operating system may clear. We recommend
specifying a custom directory. If you specify an existing Creatio directory, for example,
.\Terrasoft.WebApp\Terrasoft.Configuration\Pkg, that may cause compilation errors.

<add name="defPackagesWorkingCopyPath" connectionString=[ Path to the working copy of custom packages
sourceControlAuthPath is the path to the authorization data of the built-in client of the SVN version control
system (if used): The default value is a temporary directory, which the operating system may clear. If you use
a version control system, we recommend specifying the path to a permanent directory in this parameter.

<add name="sourceControlAuthPath" connectionString=[ Path to the authorization data of the version st
Influx manages the interaction with the site analytics collection service. Fill out this parameter only if you need
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to collect the functionality use analytics for debugging.

<add name="influx" connectionString="url=[ Site analytics collection service address ]; user=
clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri manages the interaction with the logging service. Fill out this
parameter only if you need to collect the data about how Creatio pages load.

<add name="clientPerformanceLoggerServiceUri" connectionString="[ Logging service address ]" />
messageBroker manages the interaction with the RabbitMQ service. Fill out this parameter only if you need
to set up the horizontal load scaling using RabbitMQ.

<add name="messageBroker" connectionString="amqp://[ MessageBroker username ]:[ Password ]@[

Machine learning service
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Machine learning service predicts values based on large volumes of historical data and current facts. Learn more
in a separate article: Predictive data analysis.

Attention. Base knowledge of Docker, Linux or Windows administration is required to set up the machine
learning service.

Getting started
Note. Creatio on-site requires the “creatio predictive service on-site” license for the service to operate as
intended. If you need to purchase the license, contact the responsible manager.

To set up the service, you need to have a server (physical or virtual machine) with Linux or Windows OS installed.
Docker software is used for installing the service components. Download the archive containing the configuration
files and installation scripts. Download archive. Depending on your company needs, you can use either Docker
Community Edition (CE) or Enterprise Edition (EE). Learn more in the Docker Guide.

Attention. We recommend using a Linux-based server for production environment. You can only use a
Windows based server for the development environment. Contact the support service to receive Docker
containers that care compatible with Windows.

Use the requirements calculator to check the server requirements.
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Machine learning service components
The machine learning service uses the following components (Fig. 1):
ML Service. Machine learning web service. The only component enabling external access.
Python Engine. Machine learning wrapper service for open-source machine learning libraries.
ML Task Scheduler. Task scheduler.
MySQL. MySQL database. You can access it via the standard 3306 port.
Fig. 1 Machine learning service components

All the components are packed as Docker images for the convenient on-site installation of the service.

Set up machine learning service
Follow this procedure to set up the machine learning service:
1. Install Docker. Read more >>>
2. Install Docker Compose. Read more >>>
3. Install and set up the service components. Read more >>>
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4. Verify the installation. Read more >>>

Install Docker
Docker installation on Linux platforms is covered in the Docker guide.
Run the “docker --version” command on Linux machine to verify the installed Docker version.

Install Docker Compose
Docker Compose installation on Linux platforms is covered in the Docker guide.
Run the “docker-compose --version” command on Linux machine to verify the installed Docker Compose
version.

Set up the machine learning service components
Deploy the containers of the machine learning service components via the Docker Compose utility. Download the
configuration files and scripts that are necessary to deploy and configure the service components. Download the
archive

Note. The configuration files contain all necessary default settings for a Linux based server.

The archive structure of the configuration files and scripts is as follows:
/etc/
../ml-service/appsettings.json. The ML web service configuration.
../ml-service/log4net.config. The setup of the web service logging level.
../task-scheduler/appsettings.json. The “ML Task Scheduler” utility configuration.
../task-scheduler/log4net.config. The setup of “ML Task Scheduler” logging level.
Docker-compose.yml. The “Docker Compose” utility configuration.
.env. The file that contains environment variables for running the components. For example, MySQL password.

Attention. If you need to change the password to MySQL database, update it in the .env file and other
configuration files that contain database access setup sections.

Install the machine learning service components
1. Download and unzip the archive with the configuration files and scripts to a custom directory, for example,
/opt/ml.
2. Using the Linux terminal, go to the /docker-compose catalog of the unzipped archive, for example,
/opt/ml/docker-compose.
3. Run the “sudo docker-compose pull” command in the terminal. Wait until the download of the required service
component images from the Docker Hub is complete.
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Attention. If the server is disconnected from the Internet, download all required images to an Internetconnected computer manually (see the “docker-compose.yml” configuration file). Then use the sudo
docker export and sudo docker import commands to transfer the images to the target computer as
files.
4. Run the sudo docker-compose run dbmigration command to initialize the database structure. Wait until
the command execution is complete.
5. Run the sudo docker-compose up -d command to launch the services. A “logs” folder will be created in
the current catalog.

Verify the setup of the machine learning service components
1. To verify the installation of ML web service, run the following command in Linux:
curl -X GET localhost:5005/readiness
The service must return the following response:
Healthy
2. To verify the running of ML Task Scheduler, execute the following command in the Linux terminal:
curl -X GET localhost:5004/readiness
The service must return the following response:
Healthy
3. To verify the running of R Engine, execute the following command in the Linux terminal:
curl -X GET localhost:8081/readiness
The service must return the following response:
R Service is ready
4. To verify creating of tables, run the following command in the terminal:
docker exec -it DB Container Id mysql -u root --password=Supervisor ml -e "show tables;"
where [ DB Container Id ] is an identifier of the container with a database component. You can find out the
container identifier using the sudo docker ps command.

Example. Verification of creating tables:
docker exec -it [ DB Container Id ] mysql -u root --password=Supervisor ml -e "show tables;"
As a result, the names of primary service tables should be displayed: “modelinstance”, “traindata”,
“trainsession”, etc.

Perform the setup in Creatio
To work with the prediction service in Creatio, fill out the following settings:
1. “Creatio cloud services API key” (“CloudServicesAPIKey” code) system setting. Cloud services need it to
authenticate your Creatio instance.
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2. “Periodicity of machine learning model training job” (“MLModelTrainingPeriodMinutes” code) system setting. It
determines the models' synchronization launch frequency.
3. Add the prediction service's URL to the [ Service endpoint Url ] field for all the records in the [ ML problem
types ] lookup.

Update the machine learning service components
Attention. We recommend saving a backup copy of MySQL database, before you update the services.
Learn more in the Docker Guide.

1. Using the Linux terminal, go to the docker-compose catalog with the configured files, for example,
/opt/ml/docker-compose.
2. Run the sudo docker-compose stop command to stop the service component containers.
3. Run the sudo docker-compose pull command in the terminal. Wait until the download of the required
service component images from the Docker Hub is complete.
4. Run the sudo docker-compose run dbmigration command to initialize the database structure. Wait until
the command execution is complete.
5. Run the sudo docker-compose up -d command to launch the services.

Attention. If your application already has configured and trained data models, we recommend
retraining them after updating the service.

Case resolution notifications
PRODUCTS:

SERVICE CREATIO

Service Creatio enterprise edition, Service Creatio customer center edition, and Financial Services
Creatio, customer journey edition products can send your customers email notifications, informing them
about changes in their support case status.
To enable automatic email notifications on case resolution:
1. Go to System Designer → [ System settings ].
2. Open the “Website URL” system setting.
3. Specify the full URL of your Creatio website in the [ Value ] field, e.g., http://mydomain.com.
4. Click [ Save ].

Modify Web.config
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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Generate a unique machineKey value for your application.
1. Download the PowerShell script. Download the script.
2. Run the PowerShell console as an administrator.
3. Specify the path to the root application folder and run the script. Script launch example:

.\UpdateMachineKey.ps1 "path\to\root\Creatio\folder"

As a result, a unique machineKey value will be generated in Web.config files located in the root application folder
and the Terrasoft.WebApp folder.

Additional Web.config setup (Oracle only)
When deploying an Oracle-based Creatio application, altering the application configuration Web.config file is the
next required step after configuring the ConnectionStrings.config file to ensure Creatio operates as intended.
To configure Web.config:
1. Go to the root directory of the Creatio application ~\WebAppRoot\Creatio.
2. Open the Web.config file in a text editor.
3. In the general parameter of the <db> block, change the value of the currentSchemaName attribute to the
schema name that is specified in ConnectionStrings.config. This is to allow the website application to read the
connection configuration parameters.

<db>

<general securityEngineType="Terrasoft.DB.Oracle.OracleSecurityEngine, Terrasoft.DB.Oracle" exec
</db>
4. Make sure that the 4.112.1.2 library version is specified in the <DbProviderFactories> block. The parameter
defines the data provider to connect the website to the database.

<system.data>
<DbProviderFactories>
<remove invariant="Oracle.DataAccess.Client" />

<add name="Oracle Data Provider for .NET" invariant="Oracle.DataAccess.Client" description
</DbProviderFactories>
</system.data>
5. Specify the quartz.dataSource.SchedulerDb.provider key value in the <quartz> block. The parameter is
required by the scheduler to interact with the database tables.

<add key="quartz.dataSource.SchedulerDb.provider" value="OracleODP-1123-40" />
6. Save the changes.
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Data enrichment service
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Your personal cloud key and the URL to Creatio cloud services are required to use data enrichment. Use the
following system settings to specify these values:
”Account enrichment service URL”. By default, this setting is populated for all applications.
“Creatio cloud services API key”. This setting is populated for cloud applications by default but needs to be
configured for on-site applications.
Request your personal key for your on-site application from the Creatio support. After receiving the key:
1. In the system designer, click the [ System settings ] link.
2. Go to the [ Creatio cloud services ] group, and select the [ Creatio cloud services API key ] system setting.
3. Specify the key in the [ Default value ] field and click [ Save ]
Data enrichment functions can now be used.

Set up Creatio application server on IIS
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Setting up Creatio application server (web server) on IIS involves setting up application website in IIS and adding
an application pool.

Set up application website in IIS
To create and set up a website:
1. Go to the IIS control window, right-click the [ Sites ] folder, and select the [ Add Website ] option from the
context menu (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Add website ] option
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2. Specify the name of the website, the path to the root folder with Creatio files, IP address and website port
(Fig. 2). The default website path is C:\Inetpub\wwwroot. If needed, specify your own IP address.
Fig. 2 The new website parameters window

3. Right-click the created website in the [ Connections ] area and select the [ Add Application ] option (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The [ Add Application ] option
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4. Enter the “0” application name in the [ Alias ] field. Specify the “Terrasoft.WEBApp” directory (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 The application parameters selection window

Add an application pool
To add an application pool:
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1. Go to the [ Application Pools ] section in the [ Connections ] area of the IIS control window.
2. Select the [ Creatio ] pool.
3. Select the [ Integrated ] mode in the [ Managed pipeline mode ] field.
4. Specify Asp.Net version 4.0.30319 in the [ .Net Framework version ] field (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 The input window for Applications Pools parameters

5. Go to the ISAPI and CGI Restrictions on the web server level (Fig. 6) and check if the specified ASP.Net version
is allowed.
Fig. 6 The ISAPI and CGI Restrictions menu
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1. Make sure that the [ Allowed ] status is set in the [ Restriction ] field for the ASP.Net version (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 The status of the ASP.Net version

2. Open the Handler Mappings on the server level and make sure that all the required permissions are active
(Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 The Handler Mappings menu
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1. Click [ Edit Feature Permissions ] in the [ Actions ] area.
2. Make sure that all the required checkboxes are selected in the [ Edit Feature Permissions ] window (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 The [ Edit Feature Permissions ] window

3. Make sure that MIME-type for .svg and .json files is configured in the new application. This configuration can
be performed both on the server (in this case, all applications on this server inherit it) and application level. To
check the configuration:
a. Go to MIME Types on the server or application level (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 The MIME Types menu
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b. Make sure that configuration for .svg and .json files is available. If the configuration is available, go to step
12.
4. If the configuration is not available, click [ Add… ] in the [ Actions ] area. This will open a new window. Specify
.svg and MIME type of the data that corresponds to this extension (Fig. 11) in the window that opens. Repeat
the step for .json extension (“application/json” MIME type).
Fig. 11 The MIME data type for .svg files
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5. Restart the website using the [ Restart ] command in the [ Manage Website ] area (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 The [ Restart ] command in the [ Manage Websites ] area

6. Open the site by going to the address or using the [ Browse ] command (Fig. 13). Make sure that the Creatio
login page is displayed.
Fig. 13 The [ Browse ] command in the [ Actions ] area
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Note. To log in to a newly deployed application, use the default Supervisor user account. Login:
Supervisor; Password: Supervisor. We highly recommended changing the Supervisor password
immediately.
7. To enable additional UI language:
a. Go to the [ Languages ] section in the system designer.
b. Select the needed language and click [ Open ].
c. Select the [ Active ] and [ Use by default ] checkboxes on the opened page. Save the changes.
To enable a language, the user who has run the IIS application pool needs to have access permissions to
read, edit and delete application files and content subordinate catalogs (catalog .\Terrasoft.WebApp\conf).
8. Click [ System settings ] in the System Designer and change the [ Order of first/last names ] system setting
value to “Last name, First name [ Middle name ].” This is required to correctly display contact names in
individual columns: [ Last name ], [ First name ], [ Middle name ].

Bulk emails
PRODUCTS:

MARKETING

The functionality is available in Creatio marketing and CRM bundles.
Set up your email service integration with Creatio for sending bulk emails. All cloud email service settings for bulk
emails are consolidated on the bulk email setup page in the [ Email ] section. You can use it to edit general
settings of sending bulk emails and receiving responses, sender domains as well as to monitor the connection
status.

Integration with Creatio cloud email service (for on-site users)
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To check integration with cloud email service:
1. Go to the [ Email ] section. Open the [ Actions ] menu and select Bulk email settings (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Open the bulk email settings page

2. Fill out the [ General settings ] tab fields.

Attention. Contact Creatio support to change your bulk email service provider.

a. In the Domain to receive responses field, specify the domain address of your Creatio application in the
following format: http://www.yourdomain.com.

Important. POST requests are always over port 443 regardless of the port on which Creatio is
available. We recommend checking the connection to port 443 after you complete the setup. To do
this, open the Creatio cloud services connection URL in the “https://url_address.com” format in the
browser.
As a result, a blank page should open. If the page will not open, check whether the port is opened
correctly.
b. In the API key field, specify your personal access key to the bulk email service.
c. In the Creatio cloud services connection URL field, specify the bulk email cloud service address in the
“https://url_address.com” format.
d. In the Auth key field, specify the authentication key for receiving responses.
To obtain the API key and the Auth key, as well as the URL to bulk email cloud services after installing
product licenses, please contact our support at support@creatio.com.
e. Creatio will populate the Email provider field with the name of your email service provider after you fill out
the [ API key ] and [ Creatio cloud services connection URL ] fields.
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Sender domain list
For the sender name to be displayed correctly in the bulk email and to avoid unauthorized bulk email sent on your
behalf, perform the following settings:
Specify the list of your domains on the bulk email settings page.
Verify each domain by using specific text SPF-, DKIM- and DMARK-records.
Save the changes.
To do this:
1. Add the list of your domains by clicking the

button on the [ Sender domains ] tab.

Note. All added domains, including those that are no longer in use, are displayed in the list. Domains
cannot be deleted from the list.
2. Select a domain from the list for verification. A DKIM/SPF setup manual for the selected domain will be
displayed on the right side of the screen. The manual text will contain correct SPF and DKIM records
generated for your domains.

Note. DKIM/SPF manuals are different for each domain. To view a specific manual, select the required
domain from the list.
3. Set up domain verification. Learn more: Recommendations on setting up the popular DNS providers.
As a result, the bulk email settings [ Connection status ] field will display the

“Connection active” message.

Additional settings for integration with bulk email service
Set up one of the Creatio access options for Creatio Cloud Email Service for the correct operation of bulk
email functions:
1. In the server firewall, permit receiving POST requests from the Internet to the domain where Creatio is
deployed: http://www.yourdomain.com.
2. In the server firewall, permit receiving POST requests from a specific web service. For example, if the
application is deployed on http://www.yourdomain.com, then the following address must be accessible:
http://www.yourdomain.com/0/ServiceModel/CESWebhooksService.svc/HandleWebHooks.

Note. There is no need to set up processing of unsubscribe requests and to check if the Creatio
application server is able to receive GET-requests. Creatio will process unsubscribe queries
automatically.

Attention. If the HTTPS protocol is used to access Creatio, the application server must have an active
certificate installed. In case the data transfer protocol or application address is changed, make the
appropriate changes on the bulk email setup page.
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It is not recommended to use IP address whitelists to limit access to open ports because the Creatio Cloud
Email Service may send analytical information about responses from different IP addresses. If the whitelist
does not contain the IP address that the analytical information is sent from, the data will be lost.
When using blacklists, we recommend checking that the received IP addresses are not on this list.

Bulk email monitoring on-site
We recommend that you set up monitoring of your bulk email status by the support service before you start
working with bulk emails. If you do this, Creatio support will be able to resolve any potential bulk email issues
faster. Support service employees will have access to aggregated bulk email metrics that do not contain
personalized email message texts, email templates, etc.

Note. The procedure is different for Creatio cloud and on-site. Learn more about the setup procedure for
Creatio cloud: Permit monitoring the email status by Creatio support.

The setup procedure is as follows:
1. Go to the system designer by clicking the

button in the top right corner of the application window and

click [ System settings ].
2. Open the [ Enable monitoring of the email troubleshooting indicators ] system setting and select the [ Default
value ] checkbox. Save the changes.
3. In the application server firewall, permit access from the Internet to the web service:
/0/ServiceModel/CESTroubleshootingService.svc/emailstate.
For example, if the application is deployed on http://www.yourdomain.com, then the following address must
be accessible:
http://www.yourdomain.com/0/ServiceModel/CESTroubleshootingService.svc/emailstate.
As a result, the support service employees will be able to identify and eliminate potential bulk email issues.

Set up WebSockets
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio uses the WebSocket protocol to run custom processes, manage notifications, and integrate with
telephony. To ensure all system functions operate correctly, enable WebSockets and configure them on the
Creatio application server.
The application server must have Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016 or Windows 8/10
deployed and Internet Information Services (IIS) version 8 or later installed. Creatio configuration files are set up
out-of-the-box. You only need to perform the setup on the server side. However, if you deploy and set up Creatio
for the first time, we recommend that you check the configuration file settings and make sure that the
WebSockets operate correctly. Learn more: Check WebSocket settings for Windows Server 2012 or Windows
server 2016.
To use the encrypted HTTPS connection, perform additional setup. Learn more in a separate article: Switch a
Creatio website from HTTP to HTTPS.
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Attention. If you use a proxy server in your local network, set it up to proxy the WebSocket protocol. The
setup instructions are normally available in the proxy server documentation.

This article covers the WebSocket setup procedure on the application side in Creatio configuration files.

Note. Learn more about installing components that enable WebSocket protocol into the server in a
separate article: Enable required Windows components.

Check WebSocket settings for Windows Server 2012 or
Windows Server 2016
To check WebSocket settings in Creatio deployed on a server running Windows Server 2012 or Windows Server
2016:
1. Open the Web.config file in the Creatio root directory and make sure inheritance is disabled. The request
length limits and execution timeout must also be specified.

<location path="." inheritInChildApplications="false">
<system.web>
...
<httpRuntime maxRequestLength="73400" executionTimeout="28800" targetFramework="4.7" />
2. Open the Web.config file in [ Path to Creatio root folder ]\Terrasoft.WebApp\ directory and make sure the
default wsService type value is “Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService.MicrosoftWSService,
Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService”. The HTTP request length and execution timeouts, as well as
additional module calls, must also be specified.

Attention. We recommend using “MicrosoftWSService” instead of “SuperWSService” for Microsoft
Windows Server 2012.

Note. The portForClientConnection="0" value means the web application port is used.

<wsService type="Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService.MicrosoftWSService,
Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService" encrypted="false" portForClientConnection="0" />
...
<location path="." inheritInChildApplications="false">
<system.web>
...
<httpRuntime maxRequestLength="102400" executionTimeout="28800"
targetFramework="4.6.2" />
<httpHandlers>
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...

<add verb="GET" path="*ViewModule.aspx.ashx" type="Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService.WSH
Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService" />
...
<system.webServer>
...
<handlers>
...
<add name="WSHandler" verb="*" path="*ViewModule.aspx.ashx"
type="Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService.WSHandler, Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService" />

Note. You can check the WebSocket connection in the browser console. If the connection is
successful, the console will contain a record in the following format: WebSocket-connection opened for
url:ws://demo.creatio.com/0/Nui/ViewModule.aspx.ashx

WebSocket setup FAQ
How can I make sure the WebSockets are set up correctly?
You can make sure the WebSockets are set up correctly in several ways:
Use the Excel data import functionality. If the WebSockets are set up correctly, Creatio will import the data.
Run the following command at the browser console: Terrasoft.ServerChannel.ping(). If the WebSockets are
set up correctly, the server will return “pong” (Fig. 1). If the server returns any other response, review the
WebSocket configuration.
Fig. 1 Test the WebSocket setup using the browser console

Manually run a business process that contains the start timer and auto-generated page. If the WebSockets
are set up correctly, the auto-generated page will open.

Note. Learn more about business process elements in a separate guide: Process elements reference.
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I set up WebSockets, but they will not work. Why?
If the WebSockets will not work after the setup, make sure:
The server has all WebSocket protocol components deployed. Learn more in a separate article: Enable
required Windows components.
The WebSocket usage protocol is installed into the proxy server if you use it in your local network.
Your antivirus and firewall do not block the WebSocket operation. If you cannot disable these programs on the
server, add the IP address and port of your Creatio site to the list of exceptions for inbound and outbound
connections.
Your browser extensions and add-ons, including VPN, do not block the WebSocket operation.

Application server web farm
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can enhance the performance of large-scale Creatio projects (up to several thousand users) through
horizontal scaling, i. e., by increasing the number of servers with deployed Creatio applications and setting up
workload distribution between them.
The load balancer may be either hardware or software. To work in fault-tolerant mode, use an HTTP/HTTPS traffic
balancer that supports the WebSocket protocol. Creatio has been tested on the HAProxy software load balancer.
There are cases of successful implementation of other balancers, e. g., Citrix, Cisco, NginX, FortiGate, Microsoft
ARR.

Note. The installation procedure of Marketplace add-ons and custom improvements for an environment
that uses a balancer differs from the standard deployment process. Learn more in a separate article: Install
applications from the Marketplace.

This guide covers horizontal scaling of Creatio using a free open-source load balancer (HAProxy), designed for
distributing the load between several application servers.

Note. Synchronize the server time of the nodes (servers and computers) that run deployed application
instances to ensure smooth operation of Creatio.

General deployment procedure
Creatio .NET Framework
To deploy Creatio using the horizontal scaling of .NET Framework application servers:
1. Deploy the required number of Creatio application instances in a web farm.

Note. We recommend specifying identical names in IIS and the Application pool setting for all Creatio
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instances.
2. Specify identical SQL and Redis databases in the ConnectionStrings.config file for all instances.

<add name="redis" connectionString="host=DOMAIN.COM;db=0;port=6379;maxReadPoolSize=10;maxWritePoolSiz

<add name="db" connectionString="Data Source=DOMAIN.COM;Initial Catalog=DatabaseName;Integrated Secur
3. Add the following key in the <appSettings> block of the application’s Web.config file:

<add key="TenantId" value="1" />

The “value” number must be identical for all Creatio instances of the web farm.

Attention. Starting with Creatio version 7.14.1, the <add key="TenantId" value="..."/> key can only be
added to the internal Web.config file (Terrasoft.WebApp\Web.config). Adding the key to an external
Web.config file may lead to application failures.
4. Generate a unique machineKey value for one of Creatio instances. Learn more in a separate article: Modify
Web.config. Copy the resulting value and specify it in the Web.config files of each Creatio instance. You can
locate the files in the root Creatio folder and the Terrasoft.WebApp folder.
5. Turn on clustering for all schedulers in the <quartzConfig> block of every node's external configuration file
(Web.config):

<add key="quartz.jobStore.clustered" value="true" />
<add key="quartz.jobStore.acquireTriggersWithinLock" value="true" />
6. If the instanceId settings collide, specify unique values for each scheduler node.
The ways to specify unique instanceId values are as follows:
Add the following string to all schedulers in the <quartzConfig> block of every node’s external
configuration file (Web.config):

<add key="quartz.scheduler.instanceId" value="AUTO" />

Attention. The “AUTO” value of the “value” attribute must be uppercase. Otherwise, Creatio will
treat the value as the node name, which may lead to errors in the scheduler’s operation.

As a result, the scheduler will generate the unique node name based on the <node name>+timestamp
template.
Add unique quartz.scheduler.instanceId values manually.
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7. Set the “value” attribute of the quartz.jobStore.clustered setting to “true.”

<add key="quartz.jobStore.clustered" value="true" />
8. Grant access permissions to created application directories for the IUSR user and the user who launches the
Application pool in IIS.
9. Set up a load balancer (e. g., HAProxy) to distribute the workload between the deployed application servers.
10.If necessary, set up load balancing for database and session servers.

Note. Learn more about setting up clustering in the Microsoft SQL and Oracle documentation. Learn
more about setting up fault tolerance using Redis Cluster in a separate article: Redis Cluster.

Creatio .NET Core
To deploy Creatio using the horizontal scaling of .NET Core application servers:
1. Deploy the required number of Creatio application instances.
2. Specify identical SQL and Redis databases in the ConnectionStrings.config file for all instances.
3. Go to the root directory of any Creatio instance and locate the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll file.
4. Run the following command:

dotnet Terrasoft.WebHost.dll configureWebFarmMode

As a result, configuration files of the current application instance will be updated.
5. Enable clustering for all schedulers in the <quartzConfig> block of every node's external configuration file
(Terrasoft.WebHost.dll):

<add key="quartz.jobStore.clustered" value="true" />
<add key="quartz.jobStore.acquireTriggersWithinLock" value="true" />
6. If the instanceId settings collide, specify unique values for each scheduler node.
The ways to specify unique instanceId values are as follows:
Add the following string to all schedulers in the <quartzConfig> block of every node’s external
configuration file (Terrasoft.WebHost.dll):

<add key="quartz.scheduler.instanceId" value="AUTO" />

Attention. The “AUTO” value of the “value” attribute must be uppercase. Otherwise, Creatio will
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treat the value as the node name, which may lead to errors in the scheduler’s operation.

As a result, the scheduler will generate the unique node name based on the <node name>+timestamp
template.
Add unique quartz.scheduler.instanceId values manually.
7. Set the “value” attribute of the quartz.jobStore.clustered setting to “true.”

<add key="quartz.jobStore.clustered" value="true" />
8. If necessary, set up load balancing for the database and session servers.
9. Copy all configuration files of the current application instance to the root folders of other application instances.
10.Set up a load balancer (e. g., HAProxy) to distribute the workload between the deployed application servers.

Note. Learn more about setting up clustering in the DBMS vendor documentation. Learn more about
setting up fault tolerance using Redis Cluster in a separate article: Redis Cluster.

Install the HAProxy balancer
The HAProxy load balancer supports a range of free open-source OS. This guide covers one of the simpler
methods of deploying HAProxy on the Debian OS via the haproxy.debian.net service.
1. Open the installation service page by clicking https://haproxy.debian.net/.
2. Select the OS and its version, as well as the HAProxy version.

Note. Use the cat /etc/issue command to check the currently installed Debian version.

As a result, the service will generate a set of HAProxy installation commands to run in the Debian OS.
Fig. 1 HAProxy installation commands generated by the haproxy.debian.net service
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3. Run the generated commands one after another.

Set up the HAProxy balancer
To set up HAProxy, modify the haproxy.cfg file. Follow this path to locate the file:

.../etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg

Primary setup (required)
Add the sections required for HAProxy operation: frontend and backend.

The frontend section
Add the following settings to the frontend section: bind and default_backend.
Specify the address and the port that will receive requests distributed by HAProxy in the bind setting.
Specify the name that will match the name of the backend section in the default_backend option.
As a result, the setting will look as follows:

frontend front
maxconn 10000
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#Using these ports for binding
bind *:80
bind *:443
#Convert cookies to be secure
rspirep ^(set-cookie:.*)
default_backend creatio

\1;\ Secure

The backend section
Add the following required settings to the backend section:
Specify the type of balancing, e. g., roundrobin, in the balance parameter. Learn more about the different
types of balancing in the HAProxy documentation.
Use the server parameter to specify all servers (or nodes) that distribute the load.
Add a unique “server” parameter that contains the server address, port address, and weight for each server
(i. e. the deployed Creatio instance). The server weight enables the balancer to distribute the load based on the
physical capabilities of the servers. The higher weight you specify for the server, the more requests it will receive.
For example, if you need to distribute the load between 2 Creatio application servers, add 2 “server” parameters
to backend:

server node_1 [server address]:[port] weight
server node_2 [server address]:[port] weight

As a result, the setting will look as follows:

backend creatio
#set balance type
balance roundrobin
server node_1 nodeserver1:80 check inter 10000 weight 2
server node_2 nodeserver2:80/sitename check inter 10000 weight 1

The new settings will be applied as soon as you restart HAProxy. Use the following command to restart HAProxy:

service haproxy restart

Check the server status
The HAProxy balancer works with the following server statuses:
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Status

Description

UP

The server is operational.

UP transitionally

The server is considered operational at the moment, but the last health check has failed.
As a result, the server is currently switching to the DOWN status.

DOWN
DOWN -

The server is not considered operational at the moment, but the last health check has

transitionally

succeeded. As a result, the server is currently switching to the UP status.

UP
DOWN

The server is not operational.

Health checks initiate changes in a server’s operational status. The simplest health check requires adding the
“check” keyword to the server setup string. Running the health check requires the server’s IP and TCP port.
Health check example:

server node1 ... check
option httpchk GET /Login/NuiLogin.aspx
option httpchk GET /0/ping

Set up web stats (optional)
To turn on web stats, add a new listen section that contains the following parameters: bind, mode http, stats
enable, stats uri. The section will look as follows:

listen stats # Define a listen section called "stats"
bind :9000 # Listen on localhost:9000
mode http
stats enable

# Enable stats page

stats uri /haproxy_stats

# Stats URI

As a result, you will be able to view the web stats of Creatio load balancing in the browser.
Fig. 2 The web stats of the load balancer
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To view the stats, follow the path: [ balancer address ]:9000/haproxy_stats.

Set up the IP addresses in the audit log for .NET Core (optional)
With a web farm, user requests reach the servers through a load balancer and/or a proxy server. As such, by
default, the audit log displays the IP address of the proxy that forwarded the request last, not the actual IP
address of the user.
You can configure the audit log so that it displays the actual IP address of the user. To do this:
1. Configure the balancer so that each request it forwards to one of the Creatio application instances has a
header with “ForwardedForHeaderName” name and the user’s IP address value.
2. Modify the configuration files of Creatio application instances accordingly.
a. Go to Creatio root directory and open appsettings.json.
b. Edit the “ForwardedHeaders” section so that it reads:

{
...
"ForwardedHeaders": {
"Enable": true,
"ForwardedForHeaderName": "X-Forwarded-For",
"KnownProxiesIP": [trusted IP addresses]
}
...
}

Where:
“Enable” turns on the Forwarded headers processing function in the web application.
“ForwardedForHeaderName” is the name of the header that contains the IP address.
“KnownProxiesIP” is the trusted IP address list. Creatio will process the “ForwardedHeader” value only
if it receives a request from these IP addresses. They may belong to the load balancer, reverse proxy, etc.
If you leave this value empty, Creatio will process the “ForwardedHeader” value received from any IP
address.
c. Repeat steps a-b for all Creatio application instances in your web farm.
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Example

"KnownProxiesIP": ["127.0.0.1", "12.34.56.78", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334"]

Switch a Creatio website from HTTP to
HTTPS
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The HTTPS protocol ensures secure connection between a client and a web service. Switching from HTTP to
HTTPS is recommended to increase system security and enable additional services, such as WebRTC support in
Webitel. Please note that this article refers only to on-site applications. To switch to HTTPS, you need to change
several options of the website in IIS and edit the Web.config file. Creatio cloud uses secure connection by default.

Note. You will not be able to use the advantages of HTTPS if Creatio application is deployed on Windows
Server 2008.

IIS setup
Before configuring HTTPS, do the following:
Obtain a digital certificate from the certification center in PFX format;

Note. If you are using a self-signed certificate, Creatio mobile application will not be able to connect to the
Creatio site due to the security policies of mobile applications.

Set up websockets for the correct operation of all system components;
Additionally, check the list of installed IIS components to avoid errors during Creatio setup and operation.
The received digital certificate must be loaded into the server certificate storage:
1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the main IIS window, double-click the [ Server Certificates ] detail (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting the [ Server Certificates ] detail
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3. In the [ Server Certificates ] window, click the [ import ] link in the action menu to the right (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Opening the [ Import ] window
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4. In the import dialog box, specify:
a. Path to the import file hosted on the server
b. Password (if required)
c. Certificate storage (Fig. 3)
Fig. 3 Certificate import window

5. Click [ OK ] to import the certificate.
Next, connect the imported certificate to the Creatio application:
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1. In the IIS window, go to the application website by clicking its name in the left [ Connections ] menu (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Selecting the Creatio website in the IIS window

2. Click the [ Bindings ] link in the action menu (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Selecting website bindings
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3. In the website bindings menu, click [ Add ] and add a new binding. In the [ Add Site Binding ] window, specify:
a. Type "https "
b. Website address
c. SSL certificate (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Binding a certificate to the Creatio website
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4. Click [ OK ] to confirm the settings.
Now the certificate is successfully bound to the web application.

Web.config setup
After adding the certificate, you need to make changes to the Web.config configuration file, located in the root
directory of the Creatio website.
1. At the end of the file, find:

<behaviors configSource="Terrasoft.WebApp\ServiceModel\http\behaviors.config" />
<bindings configSource="Terrasoft.WebApp\ServiceModel\http\bindings.config" />
2. Change paths from “http” to “https”:

<behaviors configSource="Terrasoft.WebApp\ServiceModel\https\behaviors.config" />
<bindings configSource="Terrasoft.WebApp\ServiceModel\https\bindings.config" />

Edit the Web.config file located in the Path to the root website directory\Terrasoft.WebApp\ directory.
1. Set the variable value to encrypted="true". The configuration differs depending on the operating system of the
server with Creatio application.
For Windows Server 2012 and higher, the configuration string should look as follows:

<wsService
type="Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService.MicrosoftWSService,
Terrasoft.Messaging.MicrosoftWSService" encrypted="true"
portForClientConnection="443" maxConnectionNumber="100"
clearIdleSession="false" clearIdleSessionInterval="120" />
2. At the end of the file, find:

<services configSource="ServiceModel\http\services.config" />
3. Change the path from “http” to “https”:

<services configSource="ServiceModel\https\services.config" />

Save the configuration files.
Restart the application in the IIS and then go to your Creatio website. If all is done right, then in the address bar
you will see "https://" before the web address of the application.
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Exchange Listener synchronization service
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The Exchange Listener synchronization service synchronizes Creatio with MS Exchange and IMAP/SMTP mail
services using a subscription mechanism.
This article covers deploying the Exchange Listener synchronization service for Creatio installed on-site.
The service consists of two required components:
The Exchange Listener primary module.
NoSQL Redis DBMS.
The Exchange Listener module initiates the outgoing connection to EWS API. It uses the mailbox credentials
and creates a subscription to “new message” events. The open subscription remains in the component memory
to ensure fast response time when new emails arrive. When a corresponding event is received, the email instance
loads.
Using an in-memory repository will be enough for deploying the service.
Redis DBMS enables creating a scalable and fault-tolerant system of processing nodes. The Redis repository
holds information about the mailboxes that are served. This lets any container process Creatio queries for adding
a new subscription or check the status of a specific subscription regardless of the subscription node.
Redis requirements:
Anonymous access allowed.
Separate database available for the Exchange Listener service operation.

Exchange Listener deployment methods
We recommend using the Kubernetes orchestrator and Helm package manager to deploy the service.
Read more >>>
You can also use Docker to speed up the deployment in the development environment. Read more >>>

Deploy the synchronization service via Kubernetes
To deploy the Exchange Listener synchronization service in Docker:
1. Set up the target environment first:
a. The Kubernetes cluster. Read more about how to set up and manage the cluster on the Kubernetes
documentation website.
b. The Helm package manager. Read more about installing the package manager on the Helm documentation
website.
2. Install Redis. Use the GitHub website to learn more about how to install Redis using Helm.
Example of a command for installing Redis:
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helm install --namespace default --set auth.enabled=false --set=slave.persistence.enabled=false --set

Where:
default – the name of the namespace where Redis will be installed.
redis – an arbitrary name for the Redis instance.
3. Install the Exchange Listener module. To install the module, download the helm package. Find the available
parameters of the helm package in the table below.

Attention. For newer Kubernetes versions, specify the API version and add the following parameter:

--set apiVersion=apps/v1

Example of a command for installing Exchange Listener using the service address and relative path:

helm install --set env.host=<redis_host> --set ApiUrl=<kubernetes_url> --set ingress.enabled=true --set ingress.pa

Where:
<redis_host> – Redis server address.
<Kubernetes_url> – Kubernetes URL or IP address.
Exchange Listener address: <kubernetes_url>/<listener_path>.
To check whether the Exchange Listener service is available, execute the following request:
<kubernetes_url>/<listener_path>/api/listeners/status (Fig. 1).
Example of installing the Exchange Listener using Node IP and port address:

helm install --set env.host=<redis_host> --set service.type=<node_IP> --set service.nodePort=<node_port>

Exchange Listener address – <node_IP:node_port>.
To check whether the address is available, execute the following request:
<node_IP:node_port>/api/listeners/status (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Example of the Exchange Listener service response
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Note. To disable the “Creatio” label for downloaded emails, add --set
FeaturesMarkEmailsAsSynchronized=false parameter to helm install command when deploying the service.

Available parameters of the Exchange Listener helm package
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Parameter

Parameter description

Default
value

replicaCount

Number of StatefulSet processors

2

service.type

Service type. You can find more information about the Kubernetes
service types in the Kubernetes documentation.

ClusterIP

service.nodePort

If the service.type parameter equals NodePort, specify the external
service port in this parameter.
Read more about the NodePort type in the Kubernetes
documentation.

env.host

Host address for Redis.

env.port

Host port for Redis.

6379

env.base

Database number for Redis.

0

ingress.enabled

Use address overriding via ingress.

false

ApiUrl

Service address if ingress.enabled=true

ingress.path

Service relative path.

log4Net.level

Logging level by default.

Info

Use the requirements calculator to check the server requirements.

Deploy the synchronization service in Docker
To set up the service, use a server (computer or virtual machine) with Linux or Windows OS installed.

Attention. We recommend deploying the synchronization service in Docker only for installing in the
development environment. This method differs by the high speed of deployment but it does not guarantee
meeting the requirements of the product environment, namely: function fault tolerance, scaling for
processing big volumes of requests, and a single approach to manage the components using the container
orchestration. For the product environment, we strongly recommend using the Kubernetes and Helm
package manager.

To deploy the Exchange Listener synchronization service in Docker:
1. Set up the target environment first:
a. Docker container platform. Read more about how to install and set up the platform on the Docker
documentation website.
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b. Redis DBMS. To install the Redis Server, use the Windows setup file or the Linux Guide. Make sure you
deploy an anonymous Redis DBMS. Learn more about deploying Redis DBMS in Docker on the Docker Hub
community website.
2. Install and run the Exchange Listener module. To do this, download and deploy the Docker container image.
Below is the example of a command for downloading and running the image via the command line and Docker
installed.

docker run \
-d \
# Port forwarding
-p <localhost_port>:80 \
--restart unless-stopped \
# Connecting to Redis
--env ExchangeListenerRedisHost=<redis_host>:<redis_port> \
--env ExchangeListenerRedisDatabase=<redis_database_number> \
--env PodName=ExchangeListener \
--name ExchangeListener \
# The up-to-date ExchangeListener image in Docker Hub
bpmonline/exchangelistener:<listener_version>

Where:
<localhost_port> – local server port.
<redis_host> – Redis server address.
<redis_database_number> – DB number of the Redis server.
<service_name> – service name (entered manually).
<listener_version> – the Listener microservice version.

Note. Use the Docker Hub community to see the up-to-date Exchange Listener version.

To check whether the deployed Docker container is available, run the following command:

docker ps -a -–filter "name=<service_name>"

Exchange Listener service address – localhost:<localhost_port>.
To check whether Exchange Listener service address is available, execute the following request: <Localhost:
<localhost_port>/api/listeners/status (Fig. 2).

Set up the Exchange Listener service on Creatio's end
1. Make sure the ExchangeListenerService anonymous service is available at [ Creatio application address
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]/0/ServiceModel/ExchangeListenerService.svc (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Example of a response from ExchangeListenerService

2. Set the needed system setting values. To do this:
a. Open the System Designer, e. g., by clicking

.

b. Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.
c. Set the system setting values as follows:
“ExchangeListenerServiceUri” (“ExchangeListenerServiceUri” code). The format of the system setting
value: [ the service address used at installation ]/api/listeners.
“Creatio exchange events endpoint URL” (“BpmonlineExchangeEventsEndpointUrl” code). The format
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of the system setting value: [ the anonymous ExchangeListenerService address ]/NewEmail. For example,
https://mycreatio.com/0/ServiceModel/ExchangeListenerService.svc/NewEmail.

Exchange Listener Service Diagnostics
The Exchange Listener service diagnostics page provides tools for troubleshooting the Exchange Listener
service.
Use the service page to:
Check if the features essential for Exchange Listener are enabled.
Verify the service availability.
Receive subscription information.
Validate the “ExchangeListenerServiceUri” system setting.
Check the health of a mailbox.
To access the Exchange Listener Service Diagnostics page, add the “/0/ClientApp/#/IntegrationDiagnostics/”
string to the URL of your Creatio website in the browser address bar and select Enter. For example:

http://mycreatio.com/0/ClientApp/#/IntegrationDiagnostics/ExchangeListener

The diagnostics page contains several readout blocks and diagnostics controls (Fig. 3). By default, most of the
readout blocks do not display diagnostics data unless you click [ Run diagnostics ] in that block.
Fig. 3 Exchange Listener service diagnostics
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Feature state

This readout block runs diagnostics automatically on page load.
Checks if required Exchange Listener features are enabled in your
Creatio application:
ExchangeListenerEnabled.
EmailIntegrationV2.
SendEmailsV2.
Learn more about how to enable Creatio features: Feature Toggle.
Mechanism of enabling and disabling functions.

Service availability verification

Checks if the Exchange Listener service is accessible from your Creatio
application.

Receiving subscription

Checks the connection to the remote server.

information
Validation of the

Checks if the Exchange Listener service endpoint specified in the

“ExchangeListenerServiceUri”

“ExchangeListenerServiceUri” system setting is valid.

system setting
Checking mailbox health

Checks the operation of MS Exchange mailboxes. Select the [ Send test
email ] checkbox to send a test email to the specified address when
clicking the [ Run diagnostics ] link.

Secure access to the portal
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To ensure the safety of data, the on-site application must be deployed as a web farm when installing the portal.
You can find a use case of setting up a web farm in the “Set up a web-farm for Creatio application server” article.
Portal access is set up as follows (Fig. 1):
Fig. 1 Typical infrastructure with external network portal access
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Demilitarized zone (DMZ)
A reverse proxy server must be the only publicly accessible component in your DMZ.
The reverse proxy is used to implement the primary network activity logging. You can also configure it to
limit access to the configuration files of your application.
Authorized portal users only have access to those configuration web services that they are expressly
allowed to access at the application level.
During the development process, the access permissions for new web services are configured. Learn
more in the “Restricting access to web services for portal users” article.
Internal network (Intranet)
A separate set of application nodes is deployed on the web farm for servicing portal users. This set does
not overlap with application nodes for servicing internal users.
To ensure the operation of the portal application and user application, separate accounts with different
access permissions are created in the database.
The portal application settings deny the system users the ability to log in (“AuthProviders” are disabled,
except for portal users). This is required to ensure that only portal users can create sessions from an
external network (Extranet).
Additionally, you can configure external authentication providers to add a second authorization step.
Portal application nodes, DBMS, and user applications are deployed in separate segments with restricted
access.

Version control system for development
environments
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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Version control is required for deploying a development environment where several developers can commit,
monitor, and merge the changes made to the Creatio configuration. The purpose of the version control system in
Creatio is:
transferring of changes between configurations
storing multiple versions of configuration schemas
rolling back changes to return to one of the previous versions.
Creatio supports integration with the Subversion control system (SVN) of version 1.7 and higher. For more
details on using SVN see Subversion control system documentation.

Note. Creatio native development tools work only with the Subversion version control system. However,
you can disable version control integration and use any version control system, including Git, when
developing in the “File system development mode”. Learn more about working with Git in Creatio in our SDK
guide.

An SVN repository should be the only point of contact for different development environments. Otherwise, the
development environment of each developer must be insulated and run on an independent application server
connected to a database not used by other Creatio application instances.
More information on setting up a development environment is available in the Development Guide.
The general procedure for setting up and connecting SVN is as follows:
Deploy SVN and create a Creatio repository
Connect the repository to Creatio

Deploy SVN and create a Creatio repository
To deploy Subversion for your Creatio application:

1. Install SVN server
You can install SVN on the application server, DBMS server or on a separate dedicated server.
To install the SVN server on a Windows operating system, use one of the publicly available SVN installers:
VisualSVN
CollabNet
Installation instructions for other operating systems, including Debian, are available with Apache Subversion.
The SVN server can function independently or use an Apache web-server as a frontend (both the VisualSVN and
CollabNet utilities can install it as a component).
If the SVN server is running independently, repositories are accessed through the SVN protocol. If a web server
is used as a frontend, repositories are accessed through the HTTP and HTTPS protocols.
We recommend installing a web-server frontend and using the webserver protocols (HTTP and HTTPS) for
integration with Creatio.
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2. Create a user on the SVN server
To access the SVN server, add at least one SVN user. We recommend creating a separate user for each
developer.
You can create an SVN server user with the standard tools supplied with the SVN server installation package, for
example, VisualSVN (Fig. 1).
Working with the Creatio repository requires password-based authentication.
Fig. 1 Creating a new user in the SVN server (VisualSVN utility).

3. Create a repository on the SVN server
Create an SVN repository using the standard tools supplied with the SVN server installation package (i.e.,
VisualSVN and CollabNet).

Note. Creatio supports the simultaneous operation of several repositories that can be located on different
SVN servers.

4. Install SVN client (optional)
You can optionally install an SVN client in the developer workplace, for example, TortoiseSVN.

Note. We recommend using TortoiseSVN client version 1.8 and up.

Installing an SVN client is not required since it does not affect the Creatio operation. Using an SVN client is
convenient for viewing the local working copy, history, revert operations, review, etc.

Connect the repository to Creatio
To connect an SVN repository to Creatio:
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1. Copy the URL of your repository. For example, in VisualSVN, right-click the repository → [ Copy URL to
clipboard ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Copy the URL of the repository

2. Click

in the main Creatio application. The System Designer will open.

3. Click [ Advanced settings ] in the [ Admin area ] to open the [ Configuration ] section.
4. Click [ Open list of repositories ] on the [ Actions ] tab (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Opening the SVN repository list

5. Click [ Add ] on the list toolbar (Fig. 3). A page for the new repository will open.
Fig. 3 Adding a new repository to the list of version control system repositories
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6. In the new repository page, specify the repository data (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Entering the repository data in the repository page

[ Name ] – repository name.
[ Storage address ] – the network address of an existing SVN repository. Insert the URL that you copied on
step 1 of this instruction.
The HTTP protocol (standard network protocol), HTTPS protocol (standard network protocol secured with
SSL encryption), and SVN protocol (own network protocol of the Subversion system) are all supported in
repository addressing.
[ Active ] – select this checkbox to enable using the repository in the system operation. Each new
repository is marked as active by default.

Note. You can work with active repositories only. Moreover, all repositories, from which the packages
are updated, must be active. These include the repository from which the initial package is updated and
the repositories from which all packages-dependencies of the initial package are updated.
7. Click the repository in the repository list → [ Authenticate ] (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Authenticating a repository
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8. Authenticate to your SVN repository using one of the users you have created on your SVN server (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Providing SVN credentials

As a result, your SVN repository will be connected to Creatio. Use the new repository to create custom packages
and install the created packages in the workspace.
Learn more about working with packages using SVN, transferring changes using SVN, and working with SVN in
general in our SDK guide.

Chat access
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To manage Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp chat channels in Creatio on-site:
Switch Creatio from HTTP to HTTPS. Learn more in a separate article: Switch a Creatio website from HTTP to
HTTPS.
Set up access to the chat service at https://sm-account.creatio.com/ on the application server.
Set up an incoming connection to HTTPS protocol and protection by a valid certificate for the smaccount.creatio.com chat service on the application server.
To manage Telegram chat channels, make sure the application server has internet access.
If your Creatio application uses two-factor authentication, grant FacebookOmnichannelMessagingService,
TelegramOmnichannelMessagingService, WhatsappOmnichannelMessagingService services access to incoming
requests.

Set up OAuth 2.0 authorization for
integrated applications
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use OAuth 2.0 protocol to securely authorize third-party applications and web services you integrate with
Creatio. This technology does not pass Creatio logins and passwords to third-party applications. OAuth 2.0 also
lets you restrict Creatio permissions for the integrated applications.

Install and set up the Identity Service
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Deploy the database and Creatio application servers before installing and configuring the Identity Service. To
install the Identity Service:
1. Access the Creatio application server.
2. Install the .NET Core runtime 2.2. Download the install file
3. Install the .NET Core Hosting Bundle. Download the install file
4. Restart the IIS.
5. Navigate to the Creatio install file folder, find the IdentityService.zip archive, and unzip it.
6. Add the Identity Service application pool to the IIS.
a. Go to the [ Application Pools ] section in the [ Connections ] area of the IIS management window.
b. Select [ Add Application Pool… ] in the [ Actions ] area.
Fig. 1 Add the pool to the IIS

c. Specify the pool name in the pool settings window, for example, “IdentityServicePool.” Set the [ .NET CLR
Version ] field to “No Managed Code.”
Fig. 2 Set up the Identity Service pool

7. Set up access to the application pool:
a. Right-click the newly-created pool. Select [ Advanced Settings… ] in the context menu.
b. Specify the user with Identity Service directory access permissions in the [ Identity ] field of the newlyopened window.
8. Create a new Identity Service site in the IIS.
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a. Click [ Sites ] on the IIS control panel and select [ Add Website ] from the context menu.
b. Specify the site name, the pool and the path to the Identity Service root directory.
Fig. 3 Set up the site in the IIS

9. Connect the site to your Creatio DBMS. To do so, edit the appSettings.json configuration file in the Identity
Service root directory:
a. Set the “DbProvider” parameter to “MsSqlServer” or “Postgres.”
b. Specify the connection string in the “MsSqlConnection” or “PostgresConnection” setting. We recommend
using the same connection string you specified in Creatio. The user that connects to the database must
have permissions to create and update the tables.

Note. To connect the Identity Service to Creatio with Oracle DBMS, deploy an additional PostgreSQL
or Microsoft SQL database instance.
10.Set up the Identity Service system user. To do so, specify the unique ClientId, ClientName, and ClientSecret
values in the “Clients” block of the appSettings.json configuration file. The file is located in the Identity
Service root catalog. Creatio and the Identity Service will use these values to interact with each other. All
parameters support uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters, for example, brackets
or punctuation marks.
Recommended parameters:
ClientId — 16 characters.
ClientSecret — 32 characters.
ClientName — any number of characters.
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“Clients” block setup example:

"[{\"ClientId\":\"{generate ClientId}\",\"ClientName\":\"{generate name}\",\"Secrets\":[\"{generate C

Note. To avoid errors on Identity Service launch, specify the full path to openssl.pfx in the
“X509CertificatePath” setting of the appsettings.json file. openssl.pfx is located in the root of the
Identity Service directory.
11.Switch the Identity Service to HTTPS. The setup process is similar to switching Creatio to HTTPS. Read more:
Switch Creatio website from HTTP to HTTPS.
12.Enable the Identity Service logging.
a. Navigate to the Identity Service directory, open the web.config file, and set the “stdoutLogEnabled”
parameter to “true.”
b. Specify where you would like to store the Identity Service logs in the file's “stdoutLogFile” parameter.
c. Open the appsettings.json file in the Identity Service root directory and configure the log level:

"Logging": {
"LogLevel": {
"Default": "Error"
}
}

Set up the Identity Service integration on Creatio's end
1. Enable the OAuth 2.0 integration in Creatio. To do so, execute this script in your Creatio database. Use it for
both Microsoft SQL and PostgreSql.

UPDATE "AdminUnitFeatureState"
SET "FeatureState" = 1
WHERE "FeatureId" = (
SELECT
"Id"
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FROM "Feature"
WHERE "Code" = 'OAuth20Integration')
2. Fill in the system settings in the “OAuth 2.0” group:
a. “Authorization server Url for OAuth 2.0 integrations” (“OAuth20IdentityServerUrl” code) — the
IdentityServer URL, for instance, http://isEnpointExample.
b. “Client id for OAuth 2.0 integrations” (“OAuth20IdentityServerClientId” code) — the Identity Service
user ID you specified in the “ClientId” parameter of the appSettings.json file when setting up the
IdentityServer.
c. “Client secret for OAuth 2.0 integrations” (“OAuth20IdentityServerClientSecret” code) — the Identity
Service user's secret key you specified in the “ClientSecret” parameter of the appSettings.json file when
setting up the IdentityServer.
3. Create a default resource. You only need to perform this action once when setting up the Identity Service
integration.
a. Click

to open the System Designer.

b. Open the [ OAuth 2.0 integrated applications ] section.
c. Select [ Create default resource ] in the [ Actions ] menu.
Fig. 4 Add a default resource

This will create a default resource record with your Identity Service account details.

Set up the OAuth 2.0 authorization
Once you install the Identity Service and connect it to Creatio, add a client record for each application you are
going to authorize with OAuth 2.0. To do so:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Open the [ OAuth 2.0 integrated applications ] section.
3. Click [ New ].
4. Fill in the client parameters for the relevant application on the newly-opened page.
a. [ Name ] — the title that the integration list and the logs will use.
b. [ Application URL ] — the URL of the integrated application or the web service.
c. [ Description ] — the purpose of the integration.
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d. [ Active ] — enables and disables the integration.
e. [ System user ] — the Creatio user with sufficient permissions for this integration. We recommend
permitting this user to only read and edit the fields the integrated application or the web service need to
change. For example, if you are integrating a web service that passes the currency exchange rates to
Creatio, grant permissions to only read and edit the [ Rate ] and [ Start ] fields of the [ Currency ] lookup.
Creatio automatically populates the client account details (the ID and the secret).
Fig. 5 Set the client

5. Save the record.
6. Repeat steps 3-6 for all applications you need to authorize with OAuth 2.0.
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